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Chapter 1

Introduction
Over the last decade Massively Multi-user Virtual Environments (MMVEs) have become an integral part of modern culture and business. Applications for these largescale virtual environments range from gaming to business and scientific research. Some
MMVEs reach a user base in the tens of millions and the total number of registered
users has quadrupled since 2009 to an estimated 1.7 billion [1]. The market for gaming
MMVEs alone is expected to reach 22 billion in 2015 [2].
Despite this success, launching an MMVEs is still a risky proposition. This is in
large part due to the high cost associated with setting up and maintaining the necessary
server infrastructure. One way of reducing the costs of operating MMVEs is to switch
their system architecture from the current client/server-based model to one based on
peer-to-peer (P2P) technologies. This has the potential to significantly reduce the
infrastructure costs of MMVEs, as users bring their own resources into the P2P system
and servers are no longer required, thus decreasing expenses and market entry barriers.
This thesis describes a scalable and low-latency update propagation system for
P2P-based MMVEs. Update propagation refers to the exchange of information about
changes in the virtual environment between users and is one of the key components of
MMVEs. Thus, our system represents a key step towards operating MMVEs as fully
distributed peer-to-peer systems.
Section 1.1 of this introduction provides a definition and overview of MMVEs in
general. We then give a brief review of MMVE business models in Section 1.2. Section
1.3 introduces the standard client/server architecture currently used for MMVEs. In
Section 1.4 we motivate the use of a P2P architecture for MMVEs and then show that
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update propagation is a key component of any such system in Section 1.5. Finally, we
summarize the contributions of this thesis in Section 1.6 and provide an overview of its
structure in 1.7.

Figure 1.1: Screenshot of Guild Wars 2[3] - This screenshot illustrates a 3D representation of a virtual world as shown to the user. In the center is the Avatar used to
interact with the world.

1.1

Massively Multi-user Virtual Environments

Application areas for MMVEs include social networks [4], collaboration [5], education
[6], business [7] and research [8]. Their most successful applications however, remain
Massively Multi-Player Online Games (MMOGs), such as Habbo Hotel [9] with an
estimated 250 million registered users [1] and World of Warcraft [10] with over 10
million active subscribers [11]. Figure 1.1 shows a screenshot of the MMOG Guild
Wars 2 [3].
Despite the importance of these virtual worlds there is currently no consensus definition for the term MMVE. For the purpose of this thesis, we present our own definition,
based in part on the discussion of the subject by Bartle in [12].

2
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Definition 1:
MMVEs are shared computer-based simulated environments in which large number
of users interact with each other in real-time. The environment is shown to the user
as a 3D or 2D graphical representation. Users perform their interactions using virtual
representations of the themselves (called Avatars) in the virtual environment.
In this context, large numbers of users refers to the fact that an MMVE can theoretically be shared by an unlimited number of users. This sets them apart from other
virtual worlds such as conferencing systems or certain types of multi-player games,
which have an upper limit on the number of active users. This upper limit is usually
less than 100 users. While the number of users in an MMVE is theoretically unlimited,
there are some practical upper limits. These are based on the limitations of content
generation and technology.
The limits of content generation derive from the fact that the virtual world itself
must be large enough to provide its services and features to all its users. As an example,
a virtual town built for a few hundred users cannot practically hold a few thousand of
them. This means that designing and producing the content of the virtual world can
be a significant bottleneck. In addition, due to the technological limitations of current
MMVE architectures, any given virtual environment, no matter how large, can only
support a certain amount of concurrent users before the system becomes overloaded.
Even with these limitations in place, MMVEs routinely reach concurrent user numbers in the tens of thousands. In fact, the current record for concurrent users in a
single virtual world is 60453 users, as set by Eve Online in late 2010 [13]. It should
be noted that many MMVEs have overall user numbers far exceeding this record. The
operators deal with this by setting up a number of parallel and separate virtual worlds,
sometimes called shards or servers.
In our definition, the phrase interaction in real-time refers to the fact that MMVEs
are highly interactive systems. Users expect the system to react quickly to their inputs.
Similarly they expect the other users to be informed quickly about their inputs. This
means that MMVEs tolerate only small delays between system input and output.
The exact delay that can be tolerated by users is application dependent, i.e. players
of a fast-paced action game have lower tolerance for delay than participants of a virtual
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world designed purely for social interaction. However research has shown that the
tolerated delay can be as low as 60ms [14].
Finally, note that the terms virtual environment and virtual world can be used
interchangeably.

1.2

MMVE Business Models

MMVEs are supported by a variety of business models, from charging a monthly subscription fee to selling virtual goods. In the following we will give a brief overview of
these models.
The earliest MMVEs charged a time-based usage fee, usually an hourly charge. This
model was pioneered by titles like Habitat [15] and Neverwinter Nights [16]. These
charged several dollars per hour of play in addition to the charges of the online service
they were running on [17, 18]. As the charges for internet access changed from a usagebased model to monthly flat fees, this model fell out of favour for MMVEs as well and
is no longer used.
It was generally replaced by a subscription model, where users are charged a monthly
fee for access to the virtual world. This model is sometimes referred to as pay-to-play
[19]. Early examples of this include Meridian 59 [20] and Ultima Online [21]. The
most successful subscription-based MMVE remains World of Warcraft [10], with over
10 million active subscribers [11].
While subscription-based MMVEs are still being launched (e.g. [22]), it has become
a more common approach to let users access the virtual world for free and gain revenue
by charging for virtual goods or additional features. This model is sometimes called
free-to-play [19], despite the fact that many users spend significant amounts of money
while participating in the virtual world. The extent to which the MMVEs are actually
available to play for free varies. Some titles merely incentivize purchases, while others
eventually require them to allow continued participation or progression in the virtual
world. This model has become very successful over the last few years, with several
MMVEs switching from a subscription-based model to a Free-to-Play one [23] [24] [25],
even increasing revenue and user numbers in the process [26] [27].
Selling virtual goods and virtual currency is one of the main revenue streams for
many free-to-play virtual worlds (e.g. [28, 29]). These virtual goods can include any-
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thing from small temporary improvements of player abilities (e.g. health potions in
Lord of the Rings Online [23] for a few cents each) to rent for a piece of virtual real
estate in Second Life at several hundred Euro per month [30]. In this context small
payments in the range of several cents to several euros are often called micro-payments,
while larger transactions are often referred to as macro-payments .
Users of virtual worlds can also create and sell virtual goods to other players [31]. In
some virtual worlds, the virtual currency can be converted back to real world currency
[30]. This has already become a significant source of income for some individuals and
companies [32]. The sale of virtual goods provides another revenue stream for MMVE
operators, if they take a cut from every currency conversion or virtual trade.
It should be noted that many MMVEs use a combination of these various revenue
streams. Many free-to-play MMVEs also offer optional subscriptions which provide a
variety of benefits not available to non-subscribing users (e.g. [33]). This type of hybrid
model is often referred to as freemium. Similarly, subscription-based MMVE will often
provide some features and services for an additional fee (e.g. [10]).
It is also common to charge a one-time upfront access fee in addition to other
charges, particularly for subscription-based MMOGs [22][3]. This fee is usually in the
range of 40-60 Euro. Additional revenue streams, such as advertising or selling realworld merchandise related to the virtual world are also regularly used.
As business models evolve, the MMVE market continues to grow: the number of
registered MMVE accounts has quadrupled since 2009 [1].

1.3

Client/Server Architecture

All commercially deployed MMVEs are currently based on a client/server (CS) architecture. In this model, the entire virtual world is stored and run on a central server
cluster. Users connect to this server cluster using client software. This client software
sends updates about the users actions to the server cluster, which then determines the
virtual environment’s reactions to them. Any changes to the environment are then sent
back to all relevant clients, which display them for the user.
The key problem of this architecture is that it requires a massive investment in
the installation and operation of the server infrastructure. The initial setup of the
infrastructure for an MMVE can be in the millions of euros [34]. Once the system is
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running, it incurs the typical costs of data centres, such as for bandwidth, electricity,
cooling, maintenance personnel and replacement hardware.
Setting up the necessary server infrastructure also results in an additional problem
for the launch of new MMVEs. Before the launch of a new virtual world, it is often
unclear how successful it will become and thus how many users its infrastructure must
be able to support. Depending on the actual user numbers, the operator may have
either over- or underprovisioned his infrastructure. In case of an overprovisioning,
he has invested in more infrastructure than is actually needed. While this allows for
a smooth operation of the system, it incurs unnecessary cost. More common is an
underprovisioning of resources, where the operator has not provided enough resources
to support all the users which are interested in the MMVE. There are many reported
cases of MMVEs, whose infrastructure was not sufficient to meet demand during launch,
resulting in bad service for customers as well as bad publicity [35]. This in turn can
cost an MMVE both current and potential future customers.
Other costs for MMVEs are the initial and continued production of assets for the
virtual world, e.g. new areas and activities for MMOGs, and user support.

1.4

Peer-to-Peer Architecture

A potential way to reduce or even eliminate this infrastructure cost is to use a peer-topeer infrastructure to run the virtual world. With a P2P architecture the entire system
is run by the end-users (peers) which serve as both clients and servers. All functionality
is distributed among the peers, without need for any central or pre-deployed infrastructure. Figure 1.2 compares the basic C/S and P2P architectures.
In a P2P-based MMVE the entire infrastructure of the system can be provided
by the users. By distributing the virtual world among the peers and thus eliminating
the need for servers, the cost of operating an MMVE is significantly reduced. P2Pbased MMVEs also have the potential to eliminate the problem problems of over- and
underprovisioning infrastructure resources. As all users bring their own resources into
the system, the system can potentially scale with the number of users in the system,
without requiring a priori knowledge about this number. P2P can therefore potentially
be a disruptive technology for the MMVE market, reducing the barrier of entry and
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operating costs. This significantly reduces the financial risks associated with launching
an MMVE.

Figure 1.2: Client/Server vs. Peer-to-Peer - In a C/S-based MMVE, all users run
clients which are connected to a server cluster which stores and runs the virtual world. In
contrast, a P2P-based MMVE has no central architecture and the virtual world is stored
and run entirely on the peers.

1.5

Update Propagation for P2P-based MMVEs

Achieving the goal of a P2P-based MMVEs is an open topic of research, with a significant number of challenges such as consistency [36, 37, 38], security [39, 40] or persistency
[41]. One key challenge is to develop a suitable update propagation system [42].
The actions of users’ avatars influence both the virtual world and other users’
avatars. It is therefore necessary to inform the other users about the resulting changes
to the virtual world. This happens through updates messages which contain the relevant
information about these changes. These update messages need to be sent (propagated)
to the relevant users. We thus define update propagation in MMVEs as follows.
Definition 2:
Update propagation in MMVEs is the task of forwarding update messages containing
information about changes in the virtual to the peers which need to be informed about
these actions.
Update propagation is one of the core features of any MMVE. Without a scal-
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able, real-time update propagation system, an MMVE cannot function. A P2P-based
update propagation system which meets these requirements is therefore a necessary
requirement to enable P2P-based MMVEs.

1.6

Contributions

The goal of this thesis was therefore to develop a scalable, interactive update propagation system to enable peer-to-peer-based massively multi-user virtual environments.
This has been achieved through three core contributions.
• Update Propagation Overlay: We have developed a dynamic update propagation overlay network. This overlay is based on the peers’ positions in the virtual
world and their available resources. It uses super-peers for overlay management
and dynamic zoning of the virtual world for coordinator assignment.
• Coordinator Election Algorithm: We have also developed a scalable coordinator election algorithm which allows the election of suitable super-peers for our
overlay. This algorithm is based on the existing dynamic overlay and samples a
subset of peers to provide a scalable solution.
• Available Bandwidth Estimation: Finally, both our overlay and election
algorithm require information about the available bandwidth in a peer-to-peer
system. We have therefore developed an algorithm to estimate the available
bandwidth of peers in a fully distributed peer-to-peer system. This algorithm is
based on a combination of passive observation and active measurement to provide
an accurate, responsive solution with limited system interference.

1.7

Thesis Organization

Based on the contributions outlined above, this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2: System Model
Chapter 2 presents the system model on which our approach is based. We give a
more detailed description of MMVEs and discuss the requirements for our approach
which result from this. We also give an overview of the peers@play project in which
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this thesis was developed and describe the parts of the peers@play system which our
approach utilizes.
Chapter 3: Related Work
In Chapter 3 we give a detailed overview of related work in P2P-based MMVEs,
specifically regarding update propagation. We also do the same for related work in the
areas of election algorithms and available bandwidth measurement, with special focus
on P2P systems. We then discuss the differences and advantages our approach provides
over this related work.
Chapter 4: Update Propagation
Chapter 4 presents a detailed design of our update propagation approach. First, we
present our core contribution in Sections 4.1 to 4.3: The dynamic update propagation
overlay, based on available resources and quad-tree-based zoning.
Any hierarchical overlay requires suitable coordinators. This necessitates both the
ability to determine what constitutes suitable coordinators and the ability to select
them. In Section 4.4 we present both a metric to determine suitability and an election
algorithm which allows us to select coordinators based on this suitability.
Finally, our suitability metric and update propagation overlay require information
about the available bandwidth of the peers. In Section 4.5 we therefore present an
algorithm to estimate the available bandwidth for peers in a fully distributed P2P
system.
Chapter 5: Evaluation
In Chapter 5 we perform a detailed evaluation of all three contributions provided
in Chapter 4. The results show that our approach provides a scalable and low-delay
solution for update propagation in P2P-based MMVEs.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Outlook
This thesis concludes with a summary of the presented work and an outlook on
possible future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

System Model & Requirements
In this chapter we will present our system model. First, we will take a more detailed
look at MMVEs. Second, we will introduce the architecture of the peers@play project,
for which our update propagation algorithm was developed. Finally, we will look at
the requirements for update propagation in P2P-based MMVEs.

2.1

Massively Multi-user Virtual Environments

We have previously given a definition of MMVEs and will now present this concept as
our system model in more detail, based on our work in [42]. Our system model consists
of a number of users that want to participate in an MMVE, their devices (hosts), a
communication network (the Internet) and the P2P-MMVE software. The number of
users is a priori undetermined and may change dynamically. We make no assumptions
about the geographic position of these users in the real (i.e. non-virtual) world. Each
user connects to the MMVEs using a device with sufficient resources to run the MMVE
software, e.g. a personal computer or tablet. We call these devices peers. We assume
the P2P-MMVE software to be installed on each device. In practice most MMVEs
distribute this software via discs or internet download. Note that we do not assume
the existence of any kind of central server infrastructure. A peer can join and leave the
system at any time.
To participate, a user activates one of her devices and starts the P2P-MMVE software. After she is done participating, she stops the software and deactivates the device.
A user may change devices between sessions in the virtual world. The virtual world
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is presented to the participant through a 2D or 3D graphical representation. Each
participant is depicted in the virtual world by virtual representation of herself, called
her avatar.
The participant can use this avatar to interact with the virtual world or with the
avatars of other participants. The interactions are events in the virtual world, which
can result in changes to the world. When such a change has occurred, the other peers
in the system must be informed about it, so the change can be presented to the user.
This is done via update messages, which must be propagated to all peers for whom the
change to the virtual world is relevant.

Figure 2.1: Overview of an MMVE - Schematic representation of a virtual world

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of a virtual world. In this figure the
user’s avatars are shown as circles. Note that the avatar’s location on the virtual world
is decoupled from their hosts location in the real world, i.e. two hosts whose avatars
are adjacent in the virtual world may be on different continents in the real world.
The figure also shows an example interaction. Consider a virtual world where a
participant interacts with the world by picking up an object from the ground (at the
marked location). One of the events resulting from this interaction is the disappearance
of the object from the ground. Therefore an update message for this event must be
created and propagated to all peers for which this event is relevant, e.g. all peers
whose avatars can see the object. These peers are marked by a radius around the event
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location. Note that the message does not need to be propagated to those peers whose
avatars are too far away to see the event in the virtual world.

2.2

peers@play

This work was performed in the context of the peers@play project. Its goal is to ”investigate how peer-to-peer technology can be used to create distributed interactive world
models that are able to fulfil the highest requirements with respect to scalability, security and consistency” [43]. To achieve these goals, the project partners have developed
and implemented a middleware architecture for P2P-based MMVEs. This architecture
has been designed to enable evaluation of P2P protocols and overlays with large number
of peers, while providing low overhead and allowing a single code base for evaluation
and release software. It is depicted in Figure 2.2.
The contribution of this thesis to the overall architecture is the update propagation
component, which allows scalable, low-latency propagation of update messages to all
relevant peers. In the following we will briefly discuss the elements of this architecture
which are utilized by our update propagation component.

Figure 2.2: peers@play - Architecture of the peers@play peer software
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2.2.1

P2P Link Layer

The P2P Link Layer, developed by Holzapfel et al. [44] is built on top of TCP/UDP
transport and provides the update propagation system with two key functionalities.
First, the Link Manager allows us to open reliable direct connections between peers.
These connections then form the basis of our update propagation overlay. The Link
Manager can open connections even in the presence of NAT, using techniques such
as relaying, hole punching [45] and Mapping Filtering Behaviour (MFB), a protocol
developed to determine the NAT characteristics of a host [46]. Connections can also be
reused and shared by the various overlays used by the system (e.g. a storage overlay
and the update propagation overlay), in order to improve efficiency. As connections
can be used by multiple overlays, the Link Manager also provides a priority system
for messages, in order to deal with the problem of message delays due to queuing.
Update or overlay maintenance messages can thus be sent with a higher priority than,
for example, file transfers.
Second, the Link Manager provides us with bootstrapping capabilities, i.e. the
ability the start our P2P system and allow additional nodes to find and enter it. To do
so, it supports various techniques, including an IRC-based method described in [47].

2.2.2

P2P Storage

The update propagation also makes use of the P2P storage layer, which provides persistent storage via a DHT overlay such as Chord [48]. This storage overlay is initialized
before the update propagation overlay and is used for bootstrapping purposes and
to store and retrieve information about the hierarchy of the the update propagation
overlay. The storage layer is designed to support a variety of DHT overlay types and
provides reliability through replication.

2.2.3

Gears4Net

Evaluating large-scale P2P systems can be challenging, particularly without resorting
to simulation or emulation. In order to evaluate the scalability of such a system, it is is
necessary to run a large number of peers. However, it is impractical to set up a massive
number of individual hosts running an instance of the P2P software. One solution to
this problem is to run a large number of peer instances per host. In order to be able
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to do so, the underlying system must make efficient use of the host’s resources, such as
memory and threads. As a consequence all components of the peers@play system have
been built on Gears4Net (G4N) [49], an asynchronous programming model for scalable
and distributed applications.
The G4N programming model is based on the concepts of protocols and schedulers.
Protocols are highly decoupled entities which contain the main code of the application. They communicate with each other by message passing via message queues. The
execution of the protocols is coordinated by schedulers. Each scheduler can have one
or more worker threads which it assigns dynamically to the various protocols. This
approach allows G4N the execution of many instances (protocols) of our P2P software
with a fixed number of threads and enables us to run a large number of peer instances
in parallel on a single host. For a full description of G4N see [50].

2.3

Requirements

We have performed an analysis of general requirements for P2P-based MMVEs [42].
Similar work has been performed by Fan et al. [51]. Based on these analyses we
have identified three key requirements for update propagation in P2P-based MMVEs:
(1) Scalability, (2) Interactivity and (3) Self-Organization. We will now discuss these
requirements in detail.

2.3.1

Interactivity

In MMVEs users interact with each other and the virtual world in real-time. This
means that high delay during update messages propagation can have a negative impact
on the users’ experience. This delay is the time difference between an interaction and
the perception of the resulting event by another user. Studies have shown that users
can tolerate between 60 and 500 ms of delay.[52] [14] [53] [54] [55] [55].
Within this range, the specific amount of delay that is tolerated by the users depends
on the specific application. MMOGs in particular often feature frequent fast-paced
interaction between the players, and thus are within the lower band of this range.
In short, if an MMVE is not able to provide the necessary level of interactivity,
the user experience may be significantly diminished. It may even become impossible
to participate in the virtual world. Therefore, the delay between a user’s actions and
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the MMVE’s observable reactions to them must be kept as short as possible. To do so,
the P2P system should try to deliver update messages containing changes to the world
state as quickly as possible to minimize the experienced delay.
Interactivity is a requirement that is valid for some P2P systems, e.g., telephony
systems, but only of secondary importance for others, e.g., content distribution systems. For MMVEs however, providing the needed level of interactivity is an essential
requirement.

2.3.2

Scalability

As the name implies, MMVEs involve a large number of concurrent users, making
scalability a key issue in their development. Eve Online [56] currently claims to hold
the record of concurrent users for a CS architecture with over 60.000 players sharing
the same virtual world at the same time [13]. Note that this number is limited not by
player interest, but by the architecture and technology of MMVEs [57]. A common way
to deal with these limitations is to distribute the users of an MMVE among a number
of virtual worlds which run in parallel. The disadvantage of this approach is that users
can only interact with users which are in the same virtual world as they are and not
with the complete user base.
Scalability is often mentioned as one of the main advantages a P2P over a CS
architecture (e.g. [58]). However, this can not be taken for granted. Without further
effort, a P2P-based system may even scale significantly worse than a CS-based one.
As an example, the bandwidth of each individual peer’s network connection is usually
much lower than that of a game server’s. Therefore, it is very easy to overwhelm a
single peer a large number of update messages. If peers are connected to the network
using communication technologies with asymmetric up- and download bandwidth (e.g.,
ADSL), this is especially true for outbound traffic.
Therefore scalability is one of the key requirements for a suitable update propagation
approach.

2.3.3

Self-Organization

In the P2P paradigm each users brings their own resources, such as CPU power and
bandwidth into the system. This can provide an advantage when trying to fulfil the
scalability requirement as each additional user also adds additional resources. However
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the resources contributed by most individual users are somewhat limited. As an example, we have already touched upon the issue of asymmetric bandwidth. In order to
provide its service, a P2P-based MMVE must therefore be able to make efficient use of
the resources available to it.
Another challenge is the fluctuation of these resources. As users can enter and leave
the system at any time, the available resource can fluctuate. P2P-based MMVEs must
therefore be able to cope with these fluctuations in order to provide a stable service to
it users. Therefore any components of such a system, including the update propagation
require a high level of self-organization as they must constantly adapt themselves to
the resources currently available to the system.

2.3.4

Additional Requirements

The three requirements we have just discussed are essential to an any update propagation system for P2P-based MMVEs. Once these have been fulfilled, additional
requirements may be considered. Two requirements which we consider important for
commercial deployment of P2P-based MMVEs are Consistency and Security. Consistency refers to the fact, that users are ideally presented with a consistent view a world,
i.e. a view that is identical for all users in the system. Security refers to issues such
as authentication and protection against fraud in the virtual world (e.g. cheating in
online games). While these issues are outside the scope of this thesis, they are part
of the work performed in the peers@play project. Some security features are part of
the P2P Link Layer [44], while consistency features are provided by the consistency
manager which is built on top of our update propagation [36][37][37].
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Chapter 3

Related Work
Over the last few years there has been a significant amount of research into the feasibility
of P2P-based MMVEs. In this chapter we will first give a thorough overview of related
work in the area of P2P-based MMVEs, with a focus on update propagation. The
various approaches we will discuss can be broadly divided into two main categories:
hierarchical and non-hierarchical systems. In non-hierarchical systems all peers perform
the same functions, i.e. no peer has more authority or responsibility than other peers.
In these systems, the overlay has a flat structure. In contrast, hierarchical systems use
so-called super-peers in their overlays to organize the system. This results in an overlay
where certain peers are assigned special tasks and responsibilities and a hierarchical
structure of the overlay, where peers rely on these super-peers for certain functions.
A special case of hierarchical overlays are hybrid systems, which are not fully distributed systems, but utilize some P2P techniques while retaining some server infrastructure. In these systems, P2P technologies are generally used to reduce the load on
the servers, while avoiding some of the challenges associates with fully distributed P2P
systems.
We will first introduce the various approaches for P2P-MMVES that have been
developed over recent years, with particular focus on their update propagation components. We compare and contrast these components to the system developed in this
thesis. Subsequently we will do the same for their super-peer election subsystems,
while also providing an overview of related work regarding election in distributed systems. Then we will look at related work regarding the issue of determining available
bandwidth in fully distributed P2P systems.
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Finally we will give a summary of how our system is different compared to existing
work and which advantages it confers in the areas of update propagation, super-peer
election and available bandwidth estimation.

3.1

Update Propagation Overlays

In the following we will look more closely at the three categories of approaches for
update propagation overlays in P2P-MMVEs: non-hierarchical, hierarchical and hybrid
systems.

3.1.1

Non-hierarchical

An early non-hierarchical system was Solipsis [59] [60]. In Solipsis, peers create direct
connections to all peers in their awareness radius. The awareness radius is the part of
the virtual which their corresponding avatar can perceive and is also often called areaof-interest or AoI. (See Chapter 4.1 for a more detailed discussion of this concept.) A
peer is thus connected to those peers whose avatars are located nearby in the virtual
world. These neighbours then inform each other when new peers enter in each other’s
AoIs and therefore when new connections need to be opened. This concept is called
mutual notification.
A major problem with Solipsis is the global connectivity of the system, i.e. the P2P
overlay can be partitioned in some circumstances. As long as a peer the remains inside
the convex hull formed by the positions of its neighbours, the system generally retains
its global connectivity. However there are some situations in which the detection of new
neighbours - and thus global connectivity - cannot be guaranteed [61]. In addition, this
method generates notable message overhead. For any given position change, Solipsis
must check the distances between disconnected peers and send messages about new
connections to its neighbour peers.
A common approach for non-hierarchical P2P-based MMVEs is to partition the
world by using Voronoi diagrams [62] and to create an update propagation overlay
based on this partitioning. A Voronoi diagram can partition a virtual world in such a
way, that it is divided in n zones, one for each peer. Each zone then contains all points
closer the location of the corresponding peer than to that of any other peer.
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Thus in Voronoi-based approaches, each peer builds a Voronoi diagram based on its
own and its neighbours’ location in the virtual world. The peers (neighbours) included
in this diagram are determined by the peer’s AoI. Each peer thus builds its own local
partitioning of the virtual world. Note that this is fundamentally similar to Solipsis. All
peers have some knowledge of their neighbourhood and build direct overlay connections
with their neighbour peers. All Voronoi-based approaches also feature some type of
mutual notification.
Variants of this approach are used by VON [61], VCS[63], NOMAD[64], Vorogame
[65] and [66] and Solipsis 2.0 [67]. We will now look at some of these approaches in
more detail.
In VON by Hu et al. [61], each peer communicates directly with a small number
of neighbour peers. These neighbours are determined by partitioning the virtual world
using Voronoi diagrams. Each peer builds such a diagram for the part of the virtual
world inside its area-of-interest. The peers covered by this diagram are either classified
as enclosing neighbours (i.e. the peers whose regions are adjacent to the peer’s region)
or boundary neighbours (i.e. the peers whose regions overlap with the area-of-interest).
It is the purpose of the boundary neighbours to inform the peer of new neighbours
entering its AoI and thus to ensure the consistency of the overlay topology. In this way,
peers mutually notify each other when they have to adjust the overlay.
A forwarding scheme [68] was later added to reduce the number of connections in
the overlay. Using this scheme, peers only have direct connections to their enclosing
neighbours. To reach boundary neighbour, the enclosing neighbours keep forwarding
the update until it reaches the target peer. This approach was further optimized by constructing a spanning tree among the neighbours (called Vorocast) [69] or alternatively
by modifying the frequency of update propagation based on the hop count distance of
the target from the originating peer (called Fibocast) [69].
VON can also reduce the number of neighbours to which a peer connects, in order
to deal with crowding in the virtual world (i.e. when a peer does not have sufficient
resources to communicate with all potential neighbours) [70]. It does not attempt to
maximize usage of the available resources of a peer, however, in fact bounding resource
use at each peer based on the area-of-interest. In addition, a partitioning of the overlay
is also possible when two nodes move too fast for mutual notification to work [68] or
when two adjacent boundary neighbours leave the game simultaneously [71].
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VCS [63] also partitions the world based on a Voronoi diagram and uses the equivalent Delauney graph as the overlay network. This means that all peers are connected
directly to the peers responsible for their adjacent zones. Update propagation to peers
which are not direct neighbours is possible through forwarding along the Delauney
graph. To improve the high delay resulting from the forwarding, two extensions were
proposed. First, the addition of long range contacts (LRC) [72] which represent short
cuts to distant areas of the overlay, thus reducing the hop count for update propagation.
This was later replaced with a more efficient approach using a hierarchical layering of
Delauney graphs, each probabilistically omitting an increasing number of nodes. This
enables skipping nodes when forwarding, in order to reduce the number of hops [73].
VCS has also been adapted to spherical coordinate systems [70] and augmented
with a tree-based data aggregation scheme, to further reduce network load [74].
The Voronoi based approach has proven popular enough to be used as the basis
for various other approaches for P2P-based MMVEs (e.g. NOMAD [64] or Solipsis 2.0
[67]). It has also been extended by other authors, such as in VoroGame [65], which
combines a Voronoi based overlay network for update propagation and a DHT for data
distribution and storage of world data.
Other non-hierarchical approaches, i.e., not based on Voronoi diagrams, have also
been proposed. In general they share some common characteristics with Solipsis and
the Voronoi-based systems. These are in particular: direct connections to neighbour
nodes and a form of mutual notification for overlay maintenance. PSense [75] is a good
example of this. Once again, a peer maintains connections to neighbour peers, which
are classified into near nodes and sensor nodes. Near nodes are rough equivalents
to enclosing nodes in VON, while sensor nodes are similar to boundary nodes and
used for mutual notification in order to maintain the overlay. This approach also runs
into similar problems as Voronoi-based systems, such as a potential partitioning of the
overlay network and inefficient usage of the resources of the peers.
QuON [76] also has similar classes of neighbour peers, called direct neighbours and
binding neighbours, once again roughly corresponding to enclosing and boundary neighbours in VON. However QuON uses a local quad-tree structure instead of a Voronoi
diagram to manage and maintain its connections to these neighbours. As with PSense,
overlay partitioning is still a possibility.
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Kawahara et al. [77] [78] propose an approach with an extensive mutual notification
component. Each peer keeps a fixed list of nearest neighbours and all nodes regularly
exchange their neighbour lists. By sorting and comparing these lists, each peer can find
new nodes and update its overlay connections. However, this exchange of neighbours
creates significant overhead, which means only a small number of neighbours is feasible
for each peer [71]. Even though this approach provides some backup mechanisms to
reduce the likelihood of an overlay partitioning, it is still a possibility.
Non-hierarchical approaches consistently run into the so-called awareness problem[79]. Avatars must be aware of who their neighbours are in order to maintain
the update propagation overlay. If they fail to open connections to qualified neighbours due to a lack of awareness, update propagation will be incomplete. Eventually
this may even lead to a partitioning of the overlay and thus an effective failure of the
P2P-MMVE system. The discussed approaches also struggle to make efficient use of
the peers’ available resources. Many systems such as VON or Kawahara actually bound
resource use at each node and limit the number of neighbours at a level below what the
node may be capable of handling. In addition, it is difficult to exploit the heterogeneity
of available resources in a non-hierarchical system, due to the challenge of assigning
higher load to peers with higher resources.
As a consequence, hierarchical systems were pursued, even as an extension of fundamentally non-hierarchical systems such as VON, of which a hierarchical variant was
proposed [80] [81]. This variant allows resource-rich nodes (super-peers) to manage
multiple regions in the Voronoi diagram, thus introducing a hierarchy based on available resources. As another example, COVER [79] adds a quad-tree-based super-peer
hierarchy to a VON-like approach in order to provide 100% awareness. Another way
to utilize supernodes with a Voronoi-based approach is to give locations in the virtual
world a certain weight [82] when constructing the Voronoi diagram. By doing this it
becomes possible to assign larger areas of the virtual world to more capable nodes.
Some peers may even be assigned a point-sized region in the diagram, in which case
their overlay dutys are taken over by the peer whose region surrounds that point.

3.1.2

Hierarchical P2P-based MMVEs

While early approaches such as Solipsis and VON were generally non-hierarchical, later
approaches are built as hierarchical P2P systems, using superpeers to perform various
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functions in the system. As mentioned above, even systems such as VON, which started
out as fully distributed systems later added some hierarchical elements. While hierarchical and non-hierarchical approaches were developed in parallel, a trend towards
increasingly hierarchical systems can be observed.
The basic idea behind most hierarchical approaches is to assign additional tasks in
the system to certain peers (sometimes called super-peers or coordinators). Usually the
world is divided into regions, with a peer serving as coordinator. The region size can
be fixed or dynamically adjusted during run-time (e.g. based on the number of peers in
a zone). The coordinator can then be responsible for overlay maintenance in its zone
(thus eliminating the need for mutual notification and potentially solving the awareness
problem) and can also perform some update propagation function. The latter allows
peers with above average available resources to contribute more to the system than in
a non-hierarchical overlay, thus making more efficient use of the system’s resources.
One of the earliest hierarchical approaches was SimMUD [83]. This approach partitions the virtual world into regions and maps them onto a Pastry [84] key space. Each
region is assigned a peer as a coordinator, which then serves as the root of a Scribe
[85] multicast tree for that region. Maintaining virtual objects is also the responsibility
of the coordinators, which manage the objects and ensure consistency. Updates to the
objects are sent to the responsible coordinator, which then propagate any successful
updates to the object’s region.
SimMUD is a fixed zone approach which can lead to an overloaded coordinator when
too many peers enter a zone. It is also not capable of propagating updates across zone
borders. Due to the use of a DHT for update propagation, SimMUD also struggles
to meet interactivity requirements. Here the majority of updates take between one
and six hops to be delivered. However, due to relaying, some updates require more
than 50 hops to reach their destination peer. The usage of DHT overlays such as
Chord [48], CAN [86] or Pastry [84] for P2P-based MMVEs was abandoned early on in
favour of specialized overlays, mostly due to the comparably high hop count for update
propagation [87] [88] [71]. Even approaches that started out as entirely DHT-based
system, such as OPeN [88] were later modified to include direct connections [89].
Iimura et al [90] use a DHT only for bootstrapping and persistent storage, similar
to our approach. The world is also divided into zones, for each of which a coordinator
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peer (called zone owner ) is responsible. The peers that are part of a zone open direct connections to the zone owner. All updates are propagated via these connections
and the coordinator. Similar to SimMUD, the zones have a fixed size, which means
the scalability of each zone is limited by the coordinator’s available resources. In fact,
according to the authors, their approach is only suitable to small-sized virtual environments with less than 500 nodes. The system also is not capable of propagating updates
across zone borders.
The MOPAR scheme [71] also divides the world into several regions and sends all
updates in a region via a coordinator node. For the purposes of latency, proposals which
propagate all updates via a coordinator (such as HYDRA [91]) achieve latency similar
to a client/server-based approach. The zones in MOPAR are hexagonal in shape and a
peer is part of several zones, i.e. it’ AoI covers several of zones. The peers are assigned
different tasks, as home nodes, master nodes or slave nodes. Slave nodes are standard
peers, while home nodes serve to register master nodes, which in turn are responsible
for one zone each. The master nodes then exchange neighbour information amongst
each other, informing slave nodes of neighbour changes when necessary.
The Distributed Event Delivery scheme by Yamamoto et al. [92] divides the world
into regions. Again, one peer serves as coordinator for each region, responsible for
update propagation. In addition to previous approaches, the coordinator can build a
hierarchy of sub-coordinators within its zone in order to spread load in a crowded zone.
While coordinators are not selected based on their resources, the system occasionally
removes and replaces coordinators with high delay. MM-VISA [93] extends the concept
of a zoned world with coordinators by classifying virtual objects into various types based
on their movement speed in the virtual world. Within each zone, the coordinator then
builds multicast clusters based on this classification. Depending on its type, an object
may be part of the clusters of neighbouring zones as well. The system uses hexagonal
zones.

3.1.3

Hybrid P2P-based MMVEs

In addition to fully distributed and hierarchical systems, there have also been some
proposed approaches which attempt to create hybrid systems. These systems combine
P2P techniques with a server infrastructure. They have to deal with all the potential
problems of a client/server approach, e.g. the infrastructure cost. However, using P2P
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techniques can mitigate the issues caused by these problems, e.g. by reducing the
load on and thus the cost of the servers. At the same time, having access to a server
infrastructure can eliminate or mitigate some of the potential problems of P2P systems,
such as dealing with bootstrapping (i.e. initial system set-up) or node failures.
Hybrid approaches generally fit into two classes. The first class uses its server
infrastructure to solve issues such as bootstrapping, churn (i.e. handling node join
and leave operations) and persistent data storage, but leaves update propagation to
the peers. The second class essentially takes a hierarchical overlay, but replaces the
coordinators with servers.
Time Prisoner [94] [95] [96] is part of the first class. It uses a server infrastructure
to provide a bootstrapping service to the system and handles peer join and leave operations while the system runs. However the actual update propagation is handled like
a traditional hierarchical system, which dynamically divides the world using a quadtree. In this quad-tree,the quads are split and joined again based on the number of
peers in the zone. Each zone has a coordinator peer which is responsible for update
propagation.
Another example of the first class of hybrid systems is Lee et al.’s approach [97].
Again, this is a zone-based approach which uses a main server for login and bootstrapping purposes, but uses peers as zone coordinators. Similar to MOPAR [71], each peer
can be interested in multiple zones and therefore connect to several coordinators. Chen
et al. [98] also use servers for authentication and verification purposes but use peers as
coordinators for the regions of the virtual world.
HYMS [99] is an example of the second class. Once again the virtual world is
divided into zones. Usually a server is responsible for update propagation, but when
a suitable client is available, it takes over responsibility for update propagation in the
zone. The other clients in the zone then connect to this client instead of the server.
This enables HYMS to make use of resource-rich peers and reduce load on the servers.
Similarly Wehrle et al. [100] dynamically split the world into regions based on CAN
[86]. The approach allows either a server or another peer to serve as coordinator.
Another example for using servers as coordinators is Hyperverse ([101] [102]), which
also uses a dynamic quad-tree to divide the world. A server is assigned to each quad
and deals with overlay management and streaming of world content.
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Beyond systems specifically designed for hybrid operation, it is generally possible
to run those based on a hierarchical overlays as hybrid systems. Any coordinator can
in theory be replaced by a server with no impact to system performance (in fact, in
many cases performance can be increased due to the higher performance of a server
over a peer). This applies to our approach as well (see Chapter 6 for more details on
this).

3.2

Coordinator Election

Coordinator election for P2P-MMVEs requires the coordinator to be selected among
a massive number of candidates. In addition, it is not sufficient to select any unique
leader, but the leader must be suitable, i.e. have sufficient available resources to perform
coordinator tasks.
Election is a well-known problem in the area of distributed systems. Classic algorithms to ”elect a unique leader from a fixed set of nodes” [103] include the Bully
[104] and the Chang and Roberts algorithms [105]. However these algorithms are often
designed for a specific network topology and system model (e.g., a ring [105][106]) and
have a time and message complexity (O(nlogn)) not suitable for a massive number of
candidate nodes in the system [103]. In addition, they are generally only concerned
with finding a unique leader and don’t take the suitability of nodes into account.
Additional work has been done on leader election in ad hoc networks ([107] [108]
[109] [110]). These approaches are primarily designed to deal with a highly dynamic
non-hierarchical topology. Some of this work also takes suitability into account (e.g.,
[111][109]). However, the main issue remains that these approaches have not been
designed with massive user numbers in mind. An election involves all nodes in the
network, which is not feasible when dealing with the potential number of peers in a
P2P-MMVE. On the other hand, if a hierarchical overlay is used for the P2P-MMVE,
the election can potentially utilize the this overlay and does not have to deal with a
non-hierarchical structure.
Only a limited amount of work has been done on coordinator election specific to
P2P-MMVEs. Even though many hierarchical approaches assume the ability to elect a
coordinator, they either do not provide an algorithm for doing so, or use a very simple
solution. A number of systems use the topology of the underlying P2P overlay network
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to select coordinators. In [83] each region is assigned a key from the Pastry key space.
The peer whose ID is the closest to the region ID becomes the coordinator. In [98],
each peer manages those regions that are numerically nearest its ID in the DHT. [97]
uses JXTA to organize peers in groups: if a region needs a new coordinator, a peer from
the group is used. Some approaches use the avatar position in the virtual environment
to select coordinators. A peer is selected if there is no coordinator in the user’s zone
[90] [71], or if the user’s position is the closest one to the geometric center of the region
[79].
Even though all of these approaches put additional load on the coordinators, they
do not select the coordinator based on its specific suitability. That is, they select
their coordinators based on criteria unrelated to their suitability. This means that
they cannot take advantage of resource heterogeneity, and might even select peers as
coordinator which do not have sufficient resources to handle this additional load. The
pool of potential coordinator candidates is also often limited to one zone. In contrast,
a suitable coordinator election algorithm would be quickly able to elect coordinators
based on their suitability, among a massive number of peers in the system.

3.2.1

Election Parameters

In order to be able to select the most suitable peers as coordinators, we must also be
able to determine the suitability of an individual peer in order to make comparisons.
This suitability depends on the specific tasks that the coordinator needs to perform
(e.g. in order to perform update propagation tasks, it needs sufficient bandwidth).
Some approaches note that their coordinators have higher requirements than usual,
e.g. regarding bandwidth [92] [112] [81], CPU power [92], delay [112], trustworthiness
[81], stability [81] and storage capacity [93]. However none of these approaches provide
specific techniques for determining the values for these parameters. While the ability
to determine suitable peers is crucial to them, they explicitly or implicitly assume their
ability to do so.

3.3

Bandwidth Estimation

Determining the available bandwidth between two nodes is a well-known problem [113].
However, most approaches focus on estimating the data rate for a specific connection
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between two hosts (e.g., [114] [115] [116] [117] [118]). In contrast, for P2P-MMVEs
it is more relevant to know the overall network capacity of a peer, which it can utilize for connections to other peers. This information can be used when building and
maintaining the overlay or for the selection of suitable super-peers. In the following
we therefore discuss existing P2P approaches that deal with measurements of a peer’s
total capacity.
Eigenspeed [119] uses passive observation only. Each peer observes the traffic to
its neighbours in the overlay and stores the maximum bandwidth it has achieved with
each of them. This information is then aggregated across multiple nodes and combined
into a consensus view using principal component analysis. The primary contribution
of Eigenspeed is on the issue of trust. It assumes that peers cannot be trusted to report their own bandwidth to the system. Thus the focus is on preventing attackers or
colluding groups of attackers from intentionally reporting incorrect bandwidth. From
the viewpoint of bandwidth estimation, Eigenspeed has a number of drawbacks. First,
little traffic between two peers can lead to significant underestimations. This is mitigated somewhat by combining observations from multiple peers. However, this does
not work if a peer is experiencing low traffic volume to all its neighbour peers. Second,
Eigenspeed assumes stable network capacities. In contrast to this, our approach gets
more accurate results in low traffic scenarios by injecting traffic periodically and is able
to handle fluctuating network capacities.
ThunderDome [120] uses active measurement only. Its key concept is the use of
pairwise active measurements between peers, called bandwidth probes. As the result
of such a measurement is always limited by the slowest member of each pair, ThunderDome proposes an algorithm that schedules pairwise bandwidth probes for all peers
in the system. Using a tournament system, peers whose bandwidth has not yet been
determined are repeatedly paired and execute a bandwidth probe. This approach takes
some time to converge. The authors first prove a logarithmic lower bound for the
tournament’s runtime, but also show that improvements are possible under certain assumptions about the bandwidth distribution in the system [121]. However, as with
Eigenspeed, the results may already be outdated once the tournament has finished.
Also, the system relies on existing connections between peers. Thus the bandwidth is
depending on the underlay characteristics of the connections. Alternative connections
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might show different behaviour. Also, the estimation may change if the background
traffic changes during measuring the different connections of a peer.

3.4

Summary

As detailed above, non-hierarchical systems struggle to maintain overlay cohesion. As
each peer has the exact same duties in the system, they also cannot take advantage
of more resource-rich peers. In fact, many non-hierarchical system bound the resource
use of a node, thus wasting additional resources (e.g. bandwidth, CPU) available
to the system. They do often provide an advantage when it comes to interactivity,
however. Most updates are propagated to their target peer via direct connections (one
hop in the overlay). In contrast, many hierarchical systems use the coordinator for
update propagation, resulting in propagation over a minimum of two hops. Hierarchical
systems also have the advantage of being easily converted to operation in a hybrid mode,
where some server infrastructure is added to increase performance of the system.
Existing approaches generally make inefficient use of the resources available to the
system on both peers and coordinators. Resource usage on peers is often bounded, even
though they could contribute further to the system. When it comes to coordinators,
existing approaches often make two incorrect assumptions. First, that they can efficiently select coordinators among the massive number of peers in the system. Second,
that they know how much bandwidth (and other) resources a peer can contribute to
the system.
In this thesis we have built a hierarchical system that is based on some familiar
concepts, such as quad-tree-based dynamic zoning and area-of-interest-based update
filtering. We advance the state of the art by making maximum usage of available resources, especially bandwidth resources. Peers open a maximum possible number of
direct connections to their neighbour peers, only using coordinators for update propagation when peer resources are insufficient. This allows one hop update propagation in
most cases, with the advantages of a hierarchical structure.
We also provide a means of efficiently selecting suitable coordinators based on their
available resources. Our election algorithm utilizes the existing hierarchical overlay
structure to sample a random subset of peers in the system. This allows us to significantly reduce the number of messages and peers involved in any given election. While
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this means that we cannot guarantee the election of the most suited candidates, the
large number of peers in the system makes it likely that the sampled subset contains
sufficient suitable peers.
As the construction of the overlay requires information about the available bandwidth resources of the peers, we also provide a algorithm for the estimation of available
bandwidth. In contrast to existing approaches, our bandwidth estimation is a combination of passive traffic observation and active traffic injection. Hence, results are
immediately available. We also do not assume static capacity of the traffic/channels
and adaptation to fluctuations in capacity can be done quickly.
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Chapter 4

Update Propagation Overlay
Based on the system model and requirements presented in Chapter 2 we have developed a scalable, low-latency, self-organizing update propagation system for P2P-based
MMVEs. This update propagation system consists of three components. These components are (1) Update Propagation Overlay, (2) Coordinator Election and (3) Available
Bandwidth Estimation.
The update propagation overlay is a P2P overlay network which is used to propagate
update messages to the interested peers. It is built to maximize the usage of available
bandwidth resources, to improve scalability and to reduce the amount of hops each
message needs to traverse in the overlay to improve interactivity. The overlay consists
of two parts. First, a horizontal overlay is formed between standard peers, based on
proximity in the virtual world. Second, a vertical overlay is constructed based on
dividing the virtual world into zones and assigning specially selected coordinator peers
to each zone. These peers then perform additional overlay management functions.
The coordinator election component allows the system to select coordinators which
are suitable to perform these additional functions. It consists of a suitability metric
to determine which peers have the resources to perform coordinator functions and an
election algorithm which allows a scalable selection of coordinators among the large
number of peers in the system. It does so by sampling a subset of all peers, utilizing
the existing propagation overlay for this purpose.
Finally, the available bandwidth estimation algorithms allows the system to determine how much bandwidth is available to each peer. This information is vital to both
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the horizontal overlay construction as well as to determine the suitability of peers as
coordinators.
The complete update propagation system offers reliable delivery of update messages
to those (and only those) peers which have an interest in them. It provides an interactive
service, by minimizing the number of hops in the update propagation overlay. By
utilizing interest management and dynamic adaptation based on the available resources,
it provides a scalable solution.
Chapters 4.1, 4.3 and 4.2 will describe the update propagation overlay in detail.
We will discuss the coordinator election in Chapter 4.4 and the bandwidth estimation
in Chapter 4.5.

4.1

Interest Management

In order to fulfil the requirement of scalability we first need to reduce the number of
update message transmissions between peers. In a naı̈ve approach each update message
must be sent to each peer in the system. In practice this method does not scale, even
for systems with a moderate amount of peers, i.e. more than 100 (see Chapter 5.1.2).
Thus we need to reduce the number of peers an update message is sent to. We call this
process Update Filtering.
A well-known technique to perform Update Filtering is Interest Management [122].
The concept of Interest Management is based on the fact that each avatar only perceives
a small part of the virtual world at any given time. This is analogous to the real world:
a person can only ever observe a very small area of the world. Therefore, the avatar
is not interested in most events that occur in the virtual world, but only the subset of
events that occur in the part of the world which it can observe, i.e. those that occur
near it. By taking this locality of interest into account, it is possible to significantly
reduce the number of updates that are sent to peers and thus to enhance the scalability
of the system.
Interest Management is generally based on the well-known concept of the Areaof-Interest (AoI) [122]. Our update filtering algorithm which we will describe in the
following, extends this with the additional concept of an Area-of-Effect [123].
The Area of Interest (AoI) is defined as the area of the virtual world, in which
a certain peer’s avatar can perceive events. This means that the peer is interested in
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all updates which occur within this area or which influence it. The size of the area is
determined by the perceptive abilities of the avatar. For example, an avatar may have
a certain view range and can only see events occurring within this range. Thus, the
AoI is circular with a radius equal to the view range and centered on the peer.
We extend this concept with a second type of area, called Area of Effect (AoE).
We define the AoE as the area in the virtual world, in which a certain event affects the
world. The size and shape of this area depends on the event it is associated with. As
an example, picking up an object influences an area that is equivalent to the size of the
object. As another example, if an avatar makes a sound, the AoE is determined by the
distance the sound travels in the virtual world.
For our approach we will be using only circular-shaped AoIs and AoE. More complex
shapes are possible and can provide improved update filtering through more accurate
expression of interests and effects. The downside of more complex shapes is increased
overhead. As this discussion is outside the scope of this thesis, we refer to Heger et al.
[124] for more information.
In summary, the AoI is associated with an avatar and represents the part of the
virtual world in which the avatar can be affected by events. The AoE is associated with
an event and represents the part of the virtual world in which the event can affect peers.
This means that by delivering an event to all peers whose avatar’s AoI intersects with
the event’s AoE, we can ensure that the event is delivered to all peers whose avatars are
interested in it. The algorithm to determine all peers p that a given update u should
be delivered to is thus very simple: it compares the AoE of u with the AoI of each p.
If they intersect, u is delivered to p. Otherwise, it is not delivered.
This algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. For a given update u it determines all peers
p it should be delivered to. To do so, the algorithm intersects the AoE of u with the
AoI of each p. If they intersect, u is delivered to p. Otherwise, it is not delivered.
Figure 4.1 illustrates this with an example. Avatar A is generating events E1 and
E2. The circular areas around the events represent their AoEs, while the circular areas
around avatars A, B, C and D represent their AoIs. As can be seen, event E1’s AoE
does not intersect with any avatar’s AoI. This means there is no peer which has an
interest in it. Therefore no update needs to be sent for this event at all. The AoE of
event E2 intersects with the AoI of both avatar B and Peer C. This means that both
avatars are affected by the event and need to receive its corresponding update. Peer
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Algorithm 1 Interest Management Algorithm
procedure InterestManagement(u, listOf P eers)
for all (peerinlistOf P eers) do
if (u.aoe ∩ peer.aoi) then
propagate u to peer
end if
end for
end procedure
D however is not interested in the event. Peer A therefore delivers the update E2 to
peers B and C. In contrast, update E1 does not need to be delivered to any peer.
Using our update filtering algorithm we can now determine the target set of peers
that should receive a given update. With this information, we then need to deliver the
update to these peers. To do so we need an update propagation overlay, i.e. connections between peers which we can use to deliver the updates in a way that meets our
requirements of scalability, interactivity and self-organization.

Figure 4.1: AoI/AoE Example - The AoE of Event 1 intersects with the AoIs of Peer
C and B.

Our approach consists of two integrated overlay networks. First, a horizontal nonhierarchical overlay which allows peers to distribute updates among themselves. Second,
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a vertical hierarchical overlay, which uses coordinator peers to manage the horizontal
overlay and provide backup propagation when peer resources are insufficient. This
allows us to provide low-latency update propagation via single hops in the horizontal
overlay, while the coordinators enable a stable system and efficient usage of available
resources.
Please note that in the following we will assume that the user’s avatar is the only
virtual object which is managed by a peer. Due to this, we will use the terms avatar and
peer interchangeably. When we refer to a peer being in a certain location of the virtual
world we are indicating that its avatar is located there. While this is not a realistic
assumption, our approach can be easily extended to work with multiple virtual objects
per peer. See Chapter 6.1 for more on this issue.

4.2

Horizontal Update Propagation Overlay

In this section we will describe the horizontal element of the update propagation overlay.
The core concept of this overlay is the Area of Propagation (AoP). In the following
we will define the AoP and describe how to use it for achieving interactive update
delivery.
In our approach, each peer is associated with its own surrounding AoP. A peer’s
AoP is the spatial area in the MMVE for which the peer has all necessary information to
perform both update filtering and propagation on its own. More specifically, this means
that the peer knows the current location and AoI of all peers in the AoP. The peer uses
this knowledge to filter updates and deliver them to peers in the AoP directly. Updates
affecting the MMVE outside the AoP are forwarded to the coordinator and processed
there. The coordinator is a peer in the system which has been selected to perform
additional overlay management and update propagation functionality in addition to
serving as a normal peer. As mentioned, we will discuss how to select it in Chapter 4.4.
The size of the AoP is determined by two factors: its peer’s maximum available upstream bandwidth and the location of its neighbouring peers. The available upstream
determines the number of neighbours n to which the peer can send updates simultaneously. Given this upper limit, we choose the peer’s AoP as a circular area whose
diameter is set such that the AoP contains at most n neighbours.
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Figure 4.2: AoP Example - The AoP of peer A covers five other peers (B,C,D,E,G)

Figure 4.2 illustrates this concept. The peer of avatar A has sufficient bandwidth
to send updates to six neighbours. Its AoP is therefore set to contain its six closest
neighbours B to G. Updates affecting these peers are sent to them directly, resulting
in a single hop in the overlay for update propagation. For example, this is the case for
update E1. However, there is not enough bandwidth to communicate directly with the
peers of avatars H to L, as they are outside A’s AoP. To deliver an update to them,
A sends the update to the coordinator which determines its target peers and forwards
the update to them. An example for this is update E2. A special case occurs if the
event is relevant both for peers inside and outside the AoP, e.g., event E3. In this case
A delivers the update to all relevant peers in its AoP, while the coordinator delivers it
to all relevant peers outside the AoP.
A more detailed description of this algorithm – including several additional special
cases – is given in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1

AoP Generation

In this section we describe how the AoP is created and maintained. As discussed
previously, a peer’s AoP is determined dynamically depending on its available upstream
bandwidth and the location of the peers’ avatars in the virtual world. In this section we
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present the algorithm to do so. This algorithm determines the list of neighbours that
are included in a given peer’s AoP. It is executed regularly by the coordinator for all
peers. If the members of an avatar’s AoP have changed, the coordinator sends the peer
an updated list of the members of its AoP. The coordinator also sends all movement
updates of the AoP members to the peer. This algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm has one input parameter, the peer p for whose avatar the AoP is to be
determined. It uses the set of all peers (peers) to return the updated AoP for p (p.aop).
First, the algorithm calculates p’s available upstream bandwidth by taking its maximum upstream bandwidth of p and subtracting the maximum bandwidth that is required by p’s events. This subtraction is done because the peer needs bandwidth
reserves to send updates to the coordinator, as the coordinator needs to know the location of all peers in order to execute this algorithm. This means that at a minimum each
peer needs to send position updates to the coordinator regularly. In addition p needs
bandwidth to send event updates to the coordinator, in case they occur outside its
AoP. In some instances the AoP can be so small that all events occur outside the AoP.
Therefore we reserve enough bandwidth to send all updates to the coordinator. The
algorithm then takes p’s available upstream bandwidth and divides it by the maximum
bandwidth that is required by p’s events. This gives us the maximum number of direct
communications to other peers that the peer can support (maxComm).
Algorithm 2 AoP Generation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

procedure GenerateAoP(peer, listOf P eers)
peer.aop = ∅
usedBw = maxEventBw + maxP osU pdateBw
availBw = p.upstream − usedBw
maxComm = round(availBw/p.maxEventBandwidth)
listOf P eers.sortByDistanceT o(p);
for (i = 0 → maxComm) do peer.aop.add(peers[i])
end for
return peer.aop
end procedure
The algorithm then sorts all peers’ avatars by their distance to the input peer’s

avatar and calculates the AoP. To do so, it iterates through the sorted list of peers,
beginning with the closest neighbour. As long as maxComm is not reached, it adds
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neighbours to the AoP. Based on the output of the algorithm, the coordinator constructs
a list of the members of the AoP and sends it to the peer. When the peer has received
this list, it determines the radius of its AoP by measuring the distance to the most
distant avatar’s peer in the AoP. It sets the radius of the AoP to this distance. Note
that a special case occurs if some peers have exactly the same distance to p, e.g. peers
H and J in Figure 4.1. This can lead to a non-circular AoP if the avatar of the first
peer not in the AoP has the same distance as the avatar of the last peer in the AoP. To
solve this case, the server reduces the size of the AoP before sending the information
to the peer by iteratively removing the last peer from the AoP until the problem is
resolved.

4.2.2

AoP-based Update Propagation

After detailing how the AoP of each avatar is determined, we specify our approach for
update propagation in more detail. We assume that the coordinator executes Algorithm 2 regularly and that each peer knows the size and members of its current AoP.
When an event occurs on one of the peers, it initiates the Update Propagation Algorithm given in Algorithm 3. The algorithm first compares the event’s AoI with the
peer’s AoP. There are three possible cases: (1) the AoI can be completely within the
AoP, (2) completely outside of the AoP, or (3) overlap its border and thus be partially
inside and partially outside the AoP. If the AoI is completely within the AoP (Case
1), then the peer can determine the update’s recipients and deliver the update without
the assistance of the coordinator. This is the case, because the peer has all relevant
information to do so as well as enough bandwidth to send the update directly. If the
event’s AoI is completely outside of the AoP (Case 2), then the peer cannot deliver the
event itself, since it does not know any of the potential recipients. Therefore, the peer
sends the update to the coordinator. The coordinator then determines the update’s
recipients and delivers it to them. Finally, if the event’s AoI overlaps the edge of the
AoP (Case 3), some of the event’s potential recipients are members of the AoP, while
others are not. Thus, the update needs to be delivered both by the peer and the coordinator. First, the peer determines all target peers inside its AoP and sends the update
to them. In addition, the peer sends the update to the coordinator. The coordinator
then determines all target peers outside the AoP and sends the update to them.
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Algorithm 3 Update Propagation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure PropagateUpdate(update)
if (u.AoE ⊂ (p.AoP - max radius of AoI)) then
local peer executes Algorithm 1
else if (u.AoE ∩ p.AoP ) then
deliver update to coordinator
coordinator executes Algorithm 1
else
local peer executes Algorithm 1
deliver update to coordinator
coordinator executes Algorithm 1
end if
end procedure

There are two special situations to consider, shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.
The first one (see Figure 4.3) can occur in Case 1. If a peer A is located just outside of
another peer B’s AoP, A’s AoI may intersect with B’s AoP. Thus, A may be interested
in events that occur near the border of B’s AoP, even if the event’s AoE is completely
inside the AoP. For example, this is the case for event E1 in the figure. To solve this
situation, we modify the check for Case 1 as follows. Instead of checking whether
AoP within the AoP, we also check if the event’s AoE is
the event’s AoE is completely

close enough to the edge of the AoP to potentially intersect with another AoI (using a
A

predefined maximum
AoE AoI size). If this is the case, then the peer can not deliver this
AoI

update completely by itself. Instead, the event is treated as if it belongs to Case 3.
E1
B

AoP

AoP

A

AoE

E2

AoI

A
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B
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Figure 4.3: Special Situation I

Figure 4.4: Special Situation II
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The second special situation (see Figure 4.4) can occur in Cases 2 and 3. If an avatar
A is located just inside another avatar B’s AoP, A’s AoI may be partially outside the
AoP. In this case it is interested in some events that are completely outside of the AoP.
To solve this, while checking which peers are target peers for an event, the server not
just considers all peers outside the AoP, but also those peers whose avatar’s AoI is
partially outside of the AoP.

4.3

Vertical Update Propagation Overlay

Until now, we have assumed that the coordinator peer has sufficient resources to perform its coordination and propagation tasks for all peers in the system. This is clearly
not a reasonable assumption, given the large number of peers in the system. While
some peers can bring significant resources into the system, it is not realistic to assume
that any peer in the system has enough resources to serve as coordinator for all other
peers.
It should be noted that if the coordinator functionality is placed on a suitable server
instead of a peer, the MMVE could be run as a hybrid P2P/Client-Server system. In
this system the horizontal overlay would ensure that resources brought into the system
by the peers are utilized before load is put onto the server. The server in turn would
perform primarily coordination functions and only perform update propagation in those
cases where the peers’ resources are insufficient. This would reduce the load on the
server, and thus result in a reduction of server resources required to run the system.
This would in turn mitigate many of the problems associated with the traditional
client/server architecture.
However, the goal of this thesis is to develop a fully distributed P2P update propagation system. Thus we cannot make the assumption that a server is available to
perform coordinator functionality. In order to deal with this issue, we are adding a
horizontal element to our update propagation overlay, which allows us to distribute
coordinator functionality and thus load among a number of coordinators.
This distribution is based on the well-known concept of zoning (e.g. [90][92][93][91]).
Such an approach divides the virtual world into several disjoint zones. Each zone is
assigned its own coordinator peer, which performs coordination and propagation tasks
only for the peers in its own zone.
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There are two basic approaches for zoning in MMVEs, static and dynamic zoning.
In static zoning (e.g. [125][83][90]) the virtual world is statically divided into fixed
zones, which do not change over time. The advantage of this approach is the limited
overhead it generates. However, such a system can fail if there is high load in a certain
zone. For example, if there are so many peers in a given zone that the coordinator no
longer has sufficient resources to perform its tasks, then the system will fail.
To solve this problem, dynamic zoning has been introduced (e.g. [126][99][79]).
With dynamic zoning the size of the zones (and thus the number of coordinators in the
system) can be dynamically adjusted according to current load. For example, when the
number of peers in a zone results in more load than the coordinator can handle, the
system can divide the zone into several new zones, assign an additional coordinator to
each new zone and thus distribute the zones’ load among these coordinators. Similarly,
if several adjacent zones have few peers in them, thus resulting in very low load for their
respective coordinators, these zones can be joined again. Their load is then combined on
one coordinator, freeing the other peers from coordinator duties and reducing overhead
in the system.
For our system, we have chosen a simple dynamic zoning approach based on a quadtree. Each zone is a square, with the entire world initially covered by a single zone and
thus managed by a single coordinator. As more peers enter the system and the load
on the coordinator exceeds a threshold based on the coordinator’s available resources,
the zone is split into four equal sized squares. Four new coordinators are selected and
one of them is assigned to each of the four new zones. The new coordinators then take
over the overlay management and update propagation within the zone. The existing
coordinator remains assigned to its existing zone, i.e. the zone covering the four new
zones. It also establishes a direct overlay connection to the new coordinators, thus
becoming their parent coordinator. If and when the number of peers in the new zones
also exceed their coordinators thresholds, these zones continue to get split.
Similarly, if four adjacent zones which have previously been split, i.e. which are
covered by a common parent coordinator, all have fewer peers than a certain minimum
threshold, the zones can once again be joined into a single zone. This is the case, as
the original coordinator now has sufficient resources available in order to manage all
the peers in the four zones. Thus we can remove the overhead of the four additional
coordinators. When the number of peers falls below the minimum threshold in a zone,
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the responsible coordinator informs its parent coordinator about this. It also informs
the parent coordinator if the minimum threshold is exceeded again in the future. If and
only if all four zones have informed the parent coordinator that their number of peers is
currently under the minimum threshold, the parent coordinator performs a zone join.
It takes over the overlay maintenance and update propagation functionality from the
four coordinators and joins the zones into one unified zone.
As peers continue to enter and leave the system, split and join operations are regularly performed. The result of these operations is a partitioning of the virtual world
into zones with a vertical hierarchical overlay network among the coordinators. This
overlay has the structure of a quad-tree, with the coordinators as nodes and the overlay
connections between them as edges. The partitioning of the virtual word is based on
this quad-tree structure. Figure 4.5 shows a quad-tree partitioning of the the virtual
world, with the coordinator quad-tree on which this partitioning is based.

Figure 4.5: Partitioning of the Virtual World - This example shows a partitioning
of a virtual world based on a coordinator quad-tree.

Coordinators which are at the bottom of the quad-tree are called leaf coordinators.
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The function of the leaf coordinators in the quad-tree remains identical to the ones
described in Section 4.2. However, it is now possible for an AoE to be not just outside
of a peer’s AoE, but also outside of the peer’s zone. In this case, the update message
is propagated up the quad-tree hierarchy of coordinators until it reaches a coordinator
which covers the target zone(s) of the AoE. This coordinator then propagates the
message down the hierarchy until it reaches the appropriate leaf coordinators, which
then deliver it to the target peers.
In the following we will look in detail at the the split and join operations, as well
as the update propagation along the coordinator hierarchy.

4.3.1

Zone Split

Algorithm 4 Zone Split Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure SplitZone(listOf P eers)
if (listOf P eers.count > splitT hreshold) then
newCoordinators = SelectCoordinators(4)
childZones[4] = quadT reeSplit(zone)
for (i = 0; i + +; i < 4) do
assign newCoordinator[i] to childZones[i]
for all (peers p in listOf P eers) do
if (p.position ∈ childZones[i]) then
assign P to newCoordinator[i];
end if
end for
end for
end if
end procedure

The zone split operation is shown in Algorithm 4. This algorithm is executed each
time a peer enters a zone and connects to the coordinator. If the total number of peers
exceeds a pre-determined threshold splitT reshold, then the split is performed. This
threshold is set based on the available resources of the coordinator, i.e. how many peers
a coordinator is able to manage.
First, we select four new coordinators. We will discuss how to select suitable peers
in detail in Section 4.4. For now we, can simply select four random peers from the zone.
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Then, the coordinator’s zone is split into four equal-sized rectangular sub-zones. These
new zones are the child zones of the coordinator and each of the four coordinators is
assigned responsibility for one of them. Finally, each peer connected to the coordinator
is informed that it needs to switch coordinators. This is done based on the location
of the peers. Each peer is assigned to the coordinator of the child zone in which it
is located. The peer connects to the new coordinator and disconnects from the old
one. Once all peers have disconnected from the old coordinator, the split operation is
complete.

4.3.2

Zone Join

In order to perform zone join operations, each leaf coordinator regularly checks whether
the number of peers in its zone has dropped below a certain threshold defined as
joinT hreshold. It does so by running the procedure CheckF orZoneJoin() in Algorithm 5 each time a peer enters or leaves its zone. The threshold is determined as half
the splitT hreshold of the parent coordinator divided by four. This ensures that a zone
join is only performed when the parent coordinator has enough resources to handle all
peers currently connected to the child coordinators. It also ensures that it has enough
resources to handle additional peers in the zone, in order to avoid the zone getting split
again in the near future.
If the number of peers in the zone drops below the threshold, the parent coordinator
is sent a zone join ready message. This message informs it that this child coordinator
has few enough peers to justify a zone join operation. As all four child coordinators must
be ready for a zone join before it can be performed, each child coordinator also checks
whether the threshold has been exceeded again. If so, it sends a zone join not ready
message to the parent coordinator, thus signalling that it once again has enough peers
to prevent a zone join.
The parent coordinator executes Procedure JoinZoneP arent() in Algorithm 5 each
time it receives a zone join ready message from one of its child coordinators. First it
checks if it has received a zone join ready message from all child coordinators. Only
if this is the case, does it perform a zone join. To do so, it first sends a zone join
message to all child coordinators. It then waits for a zone join confirmed message
from the child coordinators.
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When a zone join message is received by a child coordinator, it executes Procedure
JoinZoneChild() from Algorithm 5. This procedure sends a message to all peers in the
zone, informing them that their new coordinator is the child coordinators parent coordinator. The peers then connect to their new parent coordinator and disconnect from
their current one. Once all peers have disconnected, the child coordinator sends a join
confirmed message to their parent coordinator and seizes to operate as a coordinator.
At this point they revert to being a peer only.
The parent coordinator waits until it has received a join confirmed message from
all peers and then disconnects from the child coordinators. At this point it is a leaf
coordinator and the zone join operation is complete.
Algorithm 5 Zone Join Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

procedure CheckForZoneJoin(listOf P eers)
while (isCoordinator) do
if (listOf P eers.count < joinT hreshold) then
send zone join ready message to parent coordinator
else if (listOf P eers.count > joinT hreshold) then
send zone join not ready message to parent coordinator
end if
end while
end procedure
procedure JoinZoneParent
if (all childCoordinators ¡ joinT hreshold) then
send zone join message to all child coordinators
wait for zone join confirmed message from all child coordinators
close connections to child coordinators
end if
end procedure
procedure JoinZoneChild(listOf P eers)
for all (peers p in listof P eers) do
send parent coordinator as new coordinator to p
end for
send join confirmed message to parent coordinator
stop coordinator operations
end procedure
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4.3.3

Update Propagation

We will now present updated algorithms for update propagation, which take the hierarchical overlay into account. Algorithm 6 shows how a coordinator in the hierarchical
overlay handles an incoming update message.
First, we check if the update’s AoE intersects with the zone which the coordinator
is responsible for. If this is the case, the coordinator must propagate the update down
the coordinator quad-tree, as at least some recipients of the update are in its zone. To
do so, it first checks if it is a leaf in the coordinator quad-tree, i.e. whether it has child
coordinators or has direct overlay connections to the peers in its zone. If it is a leaf,
it can execute Algorithm 1 and deliver the update to all interested peers. If it is not
a leaf, it must pass the update down the tree to all child coordinators whose zones the
update’s AoE intersects with. It therefore checks for the intersection of the AoE with
the four zones and delivers the update to the appropriate child coordinators. These
child coordinators in turn execute Algorithm 6.
Finally, the coordinator must check if there are potential recipients for the update,
which are outside of its zone. In this case, it must propagate the update up the quadtree overlay to its parent coordinator. It therefore checks whether the update’s AoE
intersects with the virtual world (minus its own zone). If it does, it delivers the update
to its parent coordinator, which in turn executes Algorithm 6 as well.
Note that an update can be propagated both down and up the coordinator overlay,
e.g., when an update’s AoE intersects the border of a coordinator’s zone. In this
case, the update is first propagated down the quad-tree to the child coordinator(s)
responsible for the appropriate zone(s). The same update is also propagated up to the
parent coordinator which propagates it onrward to the coordinator(s) responsible for
the zones which are outside of this coordinator’s zone.
Finally, we present an updated version of Algorithm 3, which incorporates Algorithm 6. The new algorithm is shown as Algorithm 7. Instead of directly executing
Algorithm 1 when a coordinator receives an update, it executes Algorithm 7 instead.
This allows it to use the quad-tree overlay to propagate the message to all interested
recipients.
When a new update is generated, the peer now executes Algorithm 7. The peer
thus first delivers the update to all interested peers in its AoP (using Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 6 Coordinator Update Propagation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

procedure PropagateUpdate(update, listOf P eers)
if u.AoE ∩ (zone \ u.AoP ) then
if (isLeaf ) then
execute Algorithm 1
else
for all (coordinators cC in childCoordinators) do
if (u.AoE ∩ cC.zone) then
deliver update to cC
cC executes Algorithm 6
end if
end for
end if
end if
if u.AoE ∩ (world \ zone) then
deliver update to parent coordinator
parent coordinator executes Algorithm 6
end if
end procedure

Algorithm 7 Update Propagation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure PropagateUpdate(update)
if (u.AoE ⊂ (p.AoP − maxRadiusOf (AoI))) then
local peer executes Algorithm 1
else if (u.AoE ∩ p.AoP ) then
deliver update to coordinator
coordinator executes Algorithm 6
else
local peer executes Algorithm 1
deliver update do coordinator
coordinator executes Algorithm 6
end if
end procedure
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If necessary, it passes the update on to its coordinator. This coordinator delivers
the update to all interested peers inside its zone to which the update has not yet
been delivered (also using Algorithm 1). If necessary, the coordinator can then pass
the update further up the coordinator overlay, where the coordinators continue to
propagate the update up and down the overlay until it is delivered to all recipients
(using Algorithm 7).

4.3.4

Zone Handover

We must also consider the situation when a peer moves from one zone to another. In
this case, it must switch coordinators. This switch is initiated by the coordinator, when
it notices that a peer’s position is outside its own zone. It uses the peer’s position to
route a handover message with the peer’s address to a coordinator responsible for the
peer’s coordinates. This coordinator then opens a connection to the peer and informs
it that it is now part of a new zone with a new coordinator. The peer then closes the
connection to its former coordinator and the hand-over is complete.

4.3.5

Routing Examples

We will now give two examples for routing in the combined horizontal and vertical
update propagation overlay. In Example 1 (given in Figure 4.6), peer P1 generates
an event E1. As shown, the AoE of this event covers peers P2 and P3 and thus their
AoIs. Note that the AoIs of AoPs of P1 and P2 are not shown, and that we assume no
intersection of E1’s AoE with any other peer’s AoI.
P1 must now deliver the corresponding update to both P1 and P2. However, P1
only has enough resources to directly communicate with one neighbour peer, and its
AoP therefore only contains P2, but not P3. As shown, P1 can directly deliver the
update to P2. In order to deliver it to P3, it has to forward it to its coordinator (C1).
When C1 receives the update, it checks which of its peers are interested in the
update. As P3 is the only interested peer which has not yet received the update,
C1 delivers it to P3. C1 also checks whether the AoE corresponding to the update
intersects with any part of the virtual world which C1 is not responsible for. This is
not the case, however, and update propagation for event E1 is complete. Note that P1
directly delivers the update to as many peers as its resources permit. It then uses the
coordinator to deliver the update to the remaining target peer.
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Figure 4.6: Routing Example 1

Figure 4.7: Routing Example 2

Example 2 (shown in Figure 4.7) is slighty more complex. Peer P2 generates an
update E2. Once again, the corresponding AoE is depicted. Not that this AoE covers at
least a small part of three different zones. In this case, peer P2 has sufficient resources
to have all other peers in the zone within its AoP. It can thus directly deliver the update
corresponding to the event E2 to peers P1 and P3. However, as the AoE extends beyond
the borders of the zone, P2 also forwards the update to its coordinator C1. C1 does
not need to deliver the update to any of its peers, as all interested peers in its zone
have already received it. It therefore forwards it up the quad-tree to coordinator C2.
C2 cannot directly deliver the update to any peers as it is not a leaf coordinator.
C2 thus checks if it needs to forward the update up or down the quad-tree. As it is
the root coordinator, it is responsible for all zone intersecting with the update’s AoE.
Therefore the update must only be forwarded down the quad-tree. It covers all of the
child zones of C2 and the update is therefore sent to all child coordinators, with the
exception of C1 (which is the origin of the update).
The child coordinators each handle the update depending on whether they are a leaf
coordinator or not. C5 is a leaf coordinator and checks whether any of its peers’ AoI
intersects with the updates AoE. This is not the case, and it can discard the update. C3
is also a leaf coordinator and performs the same check. It detects that the update’s AoE
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and peer P4’s AoI intersect and thus delivers the update to P4. Finally, coordinator
C4 is not a leaf coordinator. It thus checks whether the update’s AoE intersects with
any of its child zones. This is the case only for the zone of coordinator C6. C4 thus
forwards the update to C6. Similarly to C5, coordinator C6 can discard the update, as
the AoE does not intersect with any of its peers’ AoI.
The update has now been delivered to all interested peers and update propagation
for event E2 is complete.
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4.4

Coordinator Election

While our coordinator overlay allows us to distribute the coordinator load among a
number of peers, it makes the assumption that either all peers are suitable as coordinators or that suitable coordinators can be easily selected. This is not the case,
however.
First, coordinators experience higher load than other peers in the system. This is
due to the fact that they perform their coordinator functions in addition to being a
participant in the system. Performing AoP calculations, zone operations and update
propagation in the hierarchical overlay thus requires additional resources (such as CPU
or bandwidth) over those already required for the update propagation via their AoPs.
As the peers in the system exhibit heterogeneity regarding their available resources,
some peers are more suitable as coordinators than others. If a coordinator does not
have sufficient resources to perform its tasks, the operation of the system can be become
impaired. While unsuitable coordinators can be replaced by new ones, thus preventing
system failure, this replacement results in additional overhead. In contrast, when only
suitable peers are selected, we can make use of the resource heterogeneity of the peers,
thus providing better performance and stability for the system and fulfilling our selforganization requirement.
There are two challenges when selecting suitable peers. First, we must determine
what constitutes a suitable peer. In Section 4.4.1, we will therefore analyse which
resources are relevant for our system and propose a simple metric to determine the
suitability of a peer as coordinator. Second, once we can determine whether a peer is
suitable or not, we must select suitable peers from all peers in the system. Due to the
large number of participants it is not possible to simply query all peers in the system
for their suitability score or use a traditional election algorithm. Instead, we present an
election algorithm which samples a subset of peers using our existing vertical update
propagation overlay in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1

Suitability Metric

We have previously performed a thorough analysis of potential parameters for a suitability metric in [127]. Based on this analysis we have identified three types of resources
which are particularly relevant to coordinator suitability in our approach: available
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CPU resources, stability and available bandwidth. The higher its available CPU resources, stability, available bandwidth are, the more suitable a peer is as coordinator.
We will first discuss these three parameters in detail and then present our suitability
metric.
We consider three properties when analysing these parameters: cost, fluctuation and
reliability [127]. Determining the current value of a utility parameter is associated with
overhead. This means that determining the utility of a peer uses the resources of the
system and comes with a cost to its performance. Due to the nature of our system, i.e.
due to regular split and join operations, coordinator selection is a regular occurrence.
It is therefore important to consider the cost of determining each parameter.
All parameters have a certain fluctation over time, i.e. their value does not remain
the same. As a consequence, each value has to be measured repeatedly. There are three
aspects that have to be considered when looking at the fluctuation of a parameter: the
value’s variance, the frequency of the value’s changes and the magnitude of the value’s
changes. Variance indicates how much the value of a parameter can deviate from the
mean. Consider the available bandwidth of a system. This value can vary significantly,
depending on the amount of bandwidth used by all applications and systems utilizing
the peer’s Internet access. On the other hand, the number of a system’s CPU resources
has no variance in practice as CPUs are rarely if ever changed. Finally, the frequency
of changes indicates how often a parameter’s value changes. Frequent changes can
necessitate regular re-measurements of a value, particularly if the parameter’s variance
is high. The magnitude of changes indicates how large the individual changes to the
parameter’s value can be. Some parameters may change frequently, but each individual
change of the value tends to be small.
Not every measurement of a parameter’s value necessarily returns a correct result.
While some values, such as remaining hard disk space can be determined exactly,
measuring others relies on methods that return imprecise result. The reliability of
a measured value is therefore an important consideration when determining a peer’s
suitability as coordinator.
4.4.1.1

CPU

The CPU performance of a peer is a key parameter, as the tasks performed by coordinators require the execution of various algorithms which require available CPU resources.
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The most CPU intensive task coordinators perform in our system is the calculation of
their peers’ AoPs. As this algorithm runs in O(n2 ), CPU can be a bottleneck for the
number of peers in a zone, particularly since a coordinator is also expected to perform
the duties of a peer and run the MMVE client software.
Available CPU resources may be limited even on powerful systems, as MMVEs
place high load on the system through calculation of physics, artificial intelligence or
real-time 3D graphics. This makes both the CPU hardware (e.g., number of cores) and
the current CPU load relevant parameters.
The cost of determining both CPU hardware and current CPU load is low, as
these values can usually be determined by a simple request to the operating system.
Consequently, reliability is high. In theory CPU hardware has both high variance
and a high magnitude of change. The value only changes when the CPU of a system
is replaced, which commonly happens in order to install a more powerful unit, thus
resulting in high magnitude and variance. In practice however, the CPU is rarely
changed. This means the frequency of changes is so low that fluctuation can be ignored
in practice. The current CPU load on the other hand has high variance, high magnitude
and high frequency of changes. While the MMVE itself can be expected to generate
consistent CPU load, the value can fluctuate due to other software running on the
system.
4.4.1.2

Stability

Replacing coordinators is associated with overhead (e.g., from an election to find a
replacement coordinator). As such it is desirable for a peer to remain coordinator for
long periods of time. Using information on the user’s past and current behaviour, it
is possible to make predictions about her session time [128]. For example, some users
have longer average session times than others. In addition, users which have just logged
into the system are more likely to leave the system soon, than users which have already
spent a certain time in the system. Peers which tend to leave the system gracefully, i.e.
which shut down cooperatively, are also preferable over peers which regularly leave the
system non-gracefully, e.g., due to system crashes. This is due to the fact that a nongraceful exit from the system can increase the overhead of replacing the coordinator,
or lead to degraded performance of the system.
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This type of behaviour is referred to as stability. The more stable a peer is, the
more likely it is to remain in the system for a long period of time and leave it gracefully
afterwards. Stability is a parameter with low reliability. Even when a long session time
is predicted for a particular peer, it may still leave the system at any time.
As the value of this parameter is based mostly on a history of previous behaviour,
this value adapts slowly to the changing behaviour of the user. As such the magnitude
of changes is low. As the value changes only when new information is added to the
history, the frequency of changes of also low. Variance can be large however, as a user’s
behaviour changes over time. Cost is low, because session time can be measured with
minimal overhead.
4.4.1.3

Available Bandwidth

In our system coordinators incur a communication overhead compared to to operating
as a standard peer. If they are a leaf coordinator, they regularly receive position
updates from all peers in their zone. They also have to regularly send out updated
AoP information to their peers. In addition, all coordinators have to forward updates
in the quad-tree. Note that this communication effort is in addition to the existing
bandwidth usage they incur in their role as a peer.
This makes bandwidth one of the key parameters for peer utility. There are three
aspects that need to considered, when looking at bandwidth: a) maximum bandwidth
b) overall available bandwidth c) available bandwidth to a specific peer. For each of
these aspects, upstream and downstream bandwidth need to be considered separately,
as bandwidth is often asymmetrical, with upstream bandwidth usually being the more
limited resource.
The maximum bandwidth is the theoretical maximum bandwidth available to the
peer. It is determined by the type of Internet connection of the peer’s system. Due to
several factors, such as sharing the connection with other systems, bandwidth usage by
other applications on the peer’s system and under-provisioning by the Internet service
provider, the maximum bandwidth cannot always be achieved.
Available bandwidth refers to the actual bandwidth that is currently available to the
peer for coordinator functions. The available bandwidth is the maximum bandwidth
minus all currently active bandwidth reducing factors. Note that this includes the
bandwidth used by the peer for non-coordinator related functions in the MMVE.
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It should be noted, that while a peer may have high available bandwidth, it does not
follow that this bandwidth is necessarily available to all other peers in the system. The
actual data transfer rate from one peer to another depends on the available bandwidth
of both peers as well as any possible bottlenecks on the network route between the to
peers. As such, even if a peer has high available bandwidth it may still have a low
utility with regard to bandwidth, if its position in the network topology means that
data sent to or received by it passes through a bandwidth bottleneck. It can therefore
be necessary to consider the actual available bandwidth to a specific peer.
When considering bandwidth as a parameter, it is important to consider upstream
and downstream bandwidth separately. Depending on the coordinator’s functions, incoming and outgoing traffic requirements may be different and many consumer Internet
connections have asymmetric bandwidth, with significantly lower maximum upstream
bandwidth than maximum downstream bandwidth. High bandwidth usage in one direction can also negatively affect the available bandwidth in the other direction, which
must be taken into account when determining available bandwidth.
The cost of determining maximum or available bandwidth can be high, as some
active bandwidth measuring algorithms send out the maximum possible bandwidth for
a period of time. Despite this, based on various factors such as network bottlenecks or
a shared Internet access, the reliability of these algorithms is generally low.
While the maximum bandwidth only changes, when the user switches his type of
Internet access, the available bandwidth can change frequently with large magnitude of
changes, due to other applications or systems using the same Internet access. If these
factors are present, variance is also high.
4.4.1.4

Metric

While we require these parameters in order to determine the suitability of a peer, we
can only determine the CPU power and stability with some reliability and at low cost.
To determine the available CPU resources so, we retrieve information on the current
CPU use (avCpu) from the operating system and use a history function to deal with
the high fluctuation of the result. In addition, we prefer peers with more CPU cores, by
weighting the result with the number of CPU cores (noCores). We normalize the result
to a range of [0-1] using the maximum value for the available bandwidth maxAvCpu.
The available CPU resources are thus given as:
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avCpu =

(α ∗ noCores) ∗ β ∗ avCpu + (1 − β) ∗ avCpu
maxAvCpu

(4.1)

To determine stability, we use a weighted history of a peer’s last session length
(sLength). In addition, we downgrade peers which have not yet exceeded a certain
minimum session length. If the minimum session time length has been exceeded,
minLenExceed equals 1, otherwise it is 0.5. Again we normalize the result to a range
of [0-1]. The stability of the peer is thus given as:
stability = minLenExceed ∗

γ ∗ sLength + (1 − γ) ∗ sLength
maxLength

(4.2)

While this simple approach has relatively low cost, it takes several sessions for the
reliability of the value to become acceptable. Given the usage pattern of MMVEs it
can therefore take days before we can get a reliable value for any given peer.
Nevertheless, this provides us with simple solutions for available CPU resources and
stability. However, no simple or existing solution for determining available bandwidth
satisfies our requirements (see Chapter 3.3). A solution which suits our needs would
have to be low-cost, provide results quickly and deal well with high fluctuation. We
have therefore developed our own approach to determine avBw (see Chapter 4.5).
To determine overall suitability, we first check if the peer is already a coordinator.
If so, it is less suitable to serve as coordinator again, as its available resources should
be conserved in case its load increases. If the peer is a coordinator, notC is equal to 0,
otherwise it is 1. Second, we check if any of the three values (available CPU, stability
and available bandwidth) are below a respective minimum threshold. If the respective
thresholds are exceeded, cT hresh, sT hresh and bT hresh are 1, otherwise they are 0.
A peer must have sufficient available resources in all three categories to be suitable as
coordinator. Even if a peer has high stability and high available CPU resources, it is
not suitable if the available bandwidth is below a minimum threshold. We can thus
use limitSuit to reduce a peers overall suitability by 50%, in case it already serves as
coordinator or does not meet the minimum requirements in each category:
limitSuit = 0.5 + (notC ∗ cT hresh ∗ sT hresh ∗ bT hresh ∗ 0.5)

(4.3)

The suitability of a peer is thus given as follows. It should be noted that the thresholds (cT hresh, sT hresh, bT hresh) and weights (α to η) are application-dependant and
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should be set by the developer of the specific MMVE. As an example, an MMVE with
larger-than-average updates will utilize more bandwidth and should thus have a higher
minimum threshold as well as a higher value for weight η. In general we suggest that
bandwidth is the most important resource and stability the least important one.

suitability = limitSuit ∗ ( ∗ avCpu) + (ζ ∗ stability) + (η ∗ avBw)

4.4.2

(4.4)

Coordinator Election Algorithm

We observe that all leaf coordinators receive regular information from their peers in
the form of position updates. If we include the suitability score in the position update
messages, sending additional information about the suitability of the peers to the coordinator generates no additional message overhead. As the score is a small integer,
there is also limited additional bandwidth used by this. Finally, given that the suitability score is also a more stable value than the position and can thus be sent to the
coordinator at a much lower frequency, each coordinator can have full knowledge of its
peers’ suitability with little overhead.
Using this approach it is now possible for each leaf coordinator to select suitable
coordinators by selecting the candidates with the highest suitability scores among its
peers. This simple solution has several disadvantages however. First, while zone splits
occur at leaf coordinators, we may also need to select coordinators at non-leaf coordinators in the overlay. For example, this is the case when a coordinator wants to leave
the system and needs to select a replacement. Second, the subset of peers considered
by this approach is limited by an individual zone. Repeated coordinator selections (e.g.
after repeated splits) may thus occur from a depleted pool of candidates, i.e. one where
the most suitable peers have already been chosen. While new peers enter the system
regularly, it would be preferable to have all peers in the system as the pool of potential
candidates. Finally, selection may be from a very small pool of candidates. If a zone
only has a few peers in it, selecting the most suitable among them may not result in
any good candidates, even though there are many good ones in the system. On the
other hand it is not feasible to collect information about all peers in the system. Due
to the potentially large number of peers and coordinators in the system, aggregating
suitability information from all coordinators would result in prohibitive overhead.
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The basic concept of our coordinator election is thus to sample a subset of peers for
each election. To reduce overhead we are using our existing update propagation overlay
to perform this sampling. Instead of aggregating suitability information from all zones
in the overlay, we are randomly selecting a group of zones. The number of zones in this
group determines the size of the candidate pool. The higher it is, the more candidates
we can expect to consider, with the downside of higher overhead.
As no peer has a full view of the world, we cannot directly select these zone. We
therefore we generate coordinates in the virtual world. Each of these coordinates corresponds to a location in a zone and thus represents the zone responsible for that
coordinate. Generating z coordinates thus means that we sample a set of at most z
zones. It should be noted that this does not guarantee that we sample exactly z zones,
as two or more coordinates can be located in the same zone. In particular this is the
case when the virtual world is divided into less than z zones.
Algorithm 8 shows our coordinator election algorithm, which takes four parameters: numberOf Coordinators is the number of coordinator we wish to elect (e.g.,
four coordinators are needed during a zone split). suitT hreshold is the suitability
threshold above which a peer is considered suitable as coordinator. This threshold is
set by the application developer, depending on the specific application’s requirements.
noOf Samples is the number of sample coordinates we generate during each election.
Finally, peers is a list of peers connected to the coordinator which initiates the election.
Note that the coordinator has full suitability information about these peers.
First, we consider the special case that there is only one coordinator in the system
(e.g., during system start-up or when very few peers are in the system). This coordinator is thus both the root and a leaf coordinator. In this case all coordinates would be
inside this coordinator’s zone and an election based on sampling would return the same
results as the simple approach detailed above. Thus, a root coordinator without child
coordinators never initiates a sampling election and instead only searches for candidates locally. In addition, it also drops any suitability threshold, as the best candidates
available to it are automatically the best in the system. This allows basic operation
of the system, even when few suitable coordinators are available (e.g., during system
startup).
Even in cases where the coordinator is not the only one in the system, we first
use this simple solution. Searching locally first allows us to avoid some full elections
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Algorithm 8 Coordinator Election Algorithm
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

procedure ElectCoordinators(numberOf Coordinators,
suitT hreshold,
noOf Samples, peers)
peers.SortBySuitability()
coordinates = GetP oissonDiskCoordinates(noOf Samples)
if (isLeaf Coordinator && parentCoordinator == null) then
for (i = 0 → numberOf Coordinators − 1) do
candidates.Add(peers[i])
end for
else if (isLeaf Coordinator) then
for all (Peers p in peers) do
if (p.suitability > suitT hreshold + (1 − suitT hreshold)/2) then
candidates.Add(p)
end if
end for
if (candidates.Count >= numberOf Coordinators) then
for all (Coordinates c in coordinates) do
request = new ElectionM essage(c, localAddress)
propagate request using Algorithm 10
end for
wait for noOf Samples response messages
candidates.concat(response.candidates)
end if
else
for all (Coordinates c in coordinates) do
request = new ElectionM essage(c, localAddress)
propagate request using Algorithm 10
end for
wait for noOf Samples response messages
candidates.concat(response.candidates)
end if
candidates.SortBySuitability()
for (int i = 0 → numberOf Coordinators − 1) do
result.Add(candidates[i])
end for
return result
end procedure
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(and the associated overhead) when the coordinator has sufficient suitable candidates
available in its zone. Thus each coordinator first checks whether there are sufficient
suitable peers available in its own zone. If this is the case, it uses these peers as
candidates instead of initiating a full election. Note that this could lead to a reduction
of the average suitability of selected coordinators. While there may be sufficient suitable
coordinators in the zone, a normal election (among a potentially much larger pool of
candidates) may provide better results. We therefore use a higher suitability threshold
in this initial step. Only leaf coordinators perform this step, as other peers do not have
peers connected to them.
If the local search fails or cannot be initiated, we start the standard sampling
election by creating noOf Samples sampling coordinates. Instead of a fully random
selection we are using poisson-disk sampling[129]. With poisson-disk sampling all samples are randomly placed, but no two points are closer to each other than a minimum
distance. This allows us to reduce the number of requests which are sent to the same
coordinator in an election. Specifically we use the efficient (linear time) implementation
by Bridson [130].
After creating the coordinates, we can build an election request message for each
coordinate. This message also contains the address of the requesting coordinator. We
then send it to the target coordinator (i.e. the one responsible for the zone which contains the coordinate) using our existing update propagation overlay. This is process is
essentially identical to our normal update propagation. The coordinate thus represents
an AoE with a diameter equal to zero and the request is propagated via the vertical
update propagation overlay until it reaches the responsible leaf coordinator. Note that
a point-sized AoE means that it is inside one and only one zone. Algorithm 10 shows
the modified propagation algorithm.
In contrast to the normal update propagation, a request message is not delivered
to a peer like an update, but handled at the coordinator. Algorithm 9 shows how a
request message is handled at this coordinator. It uses the suitability information it has
received from its peers to create an election response message. This message contains
a list of all suitable peers in its zone (i.e. all peers whose suitability is higher than
suitT hreshold) as well as the address of the requesting coordinator. As suitability is
application-dependant, this threshold can be set by the application developer. Note
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that in order to avoid sending back an excessively large number of suitable candidates,
we can also set a maximum size for this list.
Algorithm 9 Handle Request/Response Message
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

procedure HandleElectionRequest(request, suitT hreshold, peers)
for all (Peers p in peers) do
if (p.suitability > suitT hreshold) then
candidates.Add(p)
end if
end for
response = newResponseM essage(candidates, request.address)
execute Algorithm 10
end procedure
procedure HandleElectionResponse(response)
for all (Peers p in response.candidates) do
if (!candidates.Contains(p)) then
candidates.Add(p)
end if
end for
end procedure
The election response message is then propagated back the coordinator which re-

quested it, once again using the vertical update propagation overlay and Algorithm 10.
Note however, that the requesting coordinator may not necessarily be a leaf coordinator. Before propagating an election response message, each coordinator in the overlay
thus checks the address in the message to see whether it was the requesting coordinator.
If it is, it handles the response message (see Algorithm 9).
Once a coordinator has received a response for all election requests, it creates a
sorted list of all candidate peers (see Algorithm 9). From this list it can then select the
top candidates (e.g., the top four candidates are selected as new leaf coordinators in a
zone split). It may also be the case that coordinators which receive an election request
message do not have any suitable peers in their zones. To avoid a situation where no
candidates are returned, these coordinators always include least the four most suited
peers in their zone, even if these peers are under the suitability threshold.
To allow multiple elections at once, we also include a GUID into each request and
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response message. This allows the requesting coordinator to accurately assign incoming
response messages to its respective election. We can also slightly reduce overhead using
the GUID, as a zone which receives multiple request under one GUID can send back
empty candidate lists for all but the first request, and avoid sending the same candidate
list multiple times. For clarity, we have omitted GUID handling from the algorithm.
Algorithm 10 Coordinator Election Propagation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

procedure PropagateElectionMessage(message)
if (message.coordinate ∩ zone) then
if (message.addr == localAddress && message.type == ”response”)
then
HandleElectionResponse(message)
else if (isLeaf && message.type = ”request”) then
HandleElectionRequest(message)
else
for all (coordinators cC in childCoordinators) do
if (message.coordinate ∩ cC.zone) then
deliver message to cC
cC executes Algorithm 10
end if
end for
end if
end if
if (message.coordinate ∩ (world \ zone)) then
deliver update to parent coordinator
parent coordinator executes Algorithm 10
end if
end procedure
Figure 4.8 shows an example of an election. In this example, Coordinator S starts

the election in order to split its zone. It is not the only coordinator in the system, so
the first special case does not apply to it. It first attempts to find a coordinator locally.
The suitability threshold is set to 0.7, so out of the four peers in its zone, only one is
suitable. As it is looking for four new coordinators, this local search fails.
It then generates four coordinates C1 (80,100), C2 (90,210), C3 (90,230), C4 (270,280)
and creates an election request message for each coordinate and propagates it through
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the vertical update propagation overlay. C1 is inside coordinator E2’s zone. E2 thus
selects all suitable coordinators from its zone and creates an election response message.
However, only one peer has a suitability above the threshold. Thus it also includes the
other peer in its zone, even though its suitability is below the threshold. The response
message is propagated back to node S, which adds the two candidates with the suitability scores of 0.7 and 0.1 to its list of candidates. Similarly, coordinate C4 lies in
coordinator E3’s zone. E3 sends back a list of candidates with the suitability scores of
0.9, 0.7 and 0.4.

Figure 4.8: Election Example - Node S starts the election and generates four sample
coordinates.

Both coordinates C1 and C2 are inside coordinator E1’s zone. Thus E1 receives
two request messages. It responds to the first one with two candidates (0.8 and 0.7).
Using the GUID in the request messages, it can send back an empty list in response to
the second one.
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Coordinator S now has a list of seven candidates. By sorting the list by suitability and selecting the first four elements of the list, it finds four suitable coordinator
candidates and can initiate the zone split.

4.4.3

Bootstrapping

Finally, we must deal with the issue of bootstrapping, i.e., how a peer enters the system
and becomes part of the update propagation overlay.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the peers@play prototype offers bootstrapping services.
This bootstrapping system allows a peer which wants to enter the system access to
the DHT-based storage system of the peers@play system. In order to participate in
the MMVE, the peer must then become part of our update propagation overlay. To
facilitate this, we save the Link Layer address of the root coordinator of the hierarchical
overlay in the DHT, using the ID (i.e. the name) of the virtual world as a key. Note
that this allows a single DHT to support several parallel virtual worlds.
When the peers has received the address of the root coordinator from the peer, it
sends a request to enter the virtual world to the root coordinator. This request includes
the location in the virtual world where the peer’s avatar wants to enter it. Using this
location and our update propagation algorithm, the root node then routes this message
to the leaf coordinator which is responsible for the zone which contains the location.
The leaf coordinator then connects to the peer, which can start using the system.
Note that it is possible to receive outdated root coordinator information when trying
to enter the system. There are two possible scenarios for this. First, the root coordinator may have left the system after the peer has read the information from the DHT,
but before it has requested to enter the system. Thus, the peer will fail to connect
to the coordinator. In this case, the peer will simply try to connect again, after the
connection failure or a time-out. Eventually it will succeed in connecting to the root
coordinator. In the second scenario, the root coordinator is still part of the system, but
no longer serves as coordinator, e.g. if it not longer has sufficient available resources to
support the system. This is not a problem however, as the new peer can still connect
to the former coordinator, which can forward the request. We thus require all peers in
the system to accept connections from new peers and route their connection requests
to the responsible coordinator.
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A peer can now enter the system and will be connected to the coordinator responsible for its location. This does not work however, when there are no coordinators in
the system, i.e. when the peer is the first peer which tries to enter the virtual world.
Thus, any peer (regardless of its suitability score) is required to promote itself to the
role of coordinator if the DHT does not contain a root coordinator. The first peer
thus starts out as coordinator for the entire world. As more peers enter the world it
may eventually be replaced by a more suitable peer. As peers leave the system, the
last peer remaining will also end up serving as coordinator for the entire virtual world.
When it leaves, it is required to remove the coordinator information from the DHT,
thus allowing a new start of the system when a peer once again tries to enter it.
It cannot be guaranteed however, that a peer leaves the system gracefully. This
includes the last peer. If the last peer in the system, leaves it without removing the
information from the DHT (e.g. due to a system crash), then the virtual world could
not be restarted. The first new peer to try to enter the world would repeatedly attempt
and fail to connect to a peer which is no longer available. To prevent his, the root peer
regularly saves his information to the DHT and includes a time-stamp. Thus, when a
new peer tries to enter the system and fails to connect, it will check this time-stamp. If
it is older than a certain pre-defined period of time, it will assume that it is the first and
only peer and the system, promote itself to coordinator and store its own information
in the DHT.
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4.5

Available Bandwidth Estimation

We have previously assumed that we have knowledge about the available bandwidth of
the peers in our system. We use this information to determine the AoPs of individual
peers as well as in the utility function during coordinator election. However, this
information is a priori unknown, making this assumption unrealistic.
While there is existing work on determining available bandwidth, this work focuses
almost exclusively on the bandwidth along specific network paths, e.g. between two
individual hosts [131] [132] [133] [134] [135]. However, the communication partners of
the peers and the coordinators in our system are a priori unknown and the communication between individual partners is limited. This means these approaches are of
limited value to us.
In contrast, we require information on how many communication partners an individual peer or coordinator can handle. This in turn allows us to determine the size of
the AoP and select suitable peers as coordinators. In other words, we are interested in
the overall bandwidth resources which a peer can contribute to the system.
A common solution to this problem is to let the user set the advertised speed of
his internet connection in the application (e.g., [136]). This is insufficient for several
reasons. First, many users aren’t necessarily aware of the advertised speed of their
connection. Even if they are, the common practice of under-provisioning by Internet
Service Providers, can result in much lower available bandwidth than the advertised
one [137]. Users may also intentionally set incorrect values in an attempt reduce the
P2P systems usage of their resources, e.g., in an attempt at free-riding [138].
Even if the current available bandwidth has been determined, e.g. by using a
server-based, link-level bandwidth test (e.g. [139][140]), this value can not be relied
on. Again, under-provisioning can result in fluctuations of the available bandwidth,
especially during peak-hours. Other software on the peer can use bandwidth, thus
reducing the available bandwidth. Other systems in the same local network may also
use up available bandwidth. Mobile peers may also change their internet connection.
In short, the available bandwidth fluctuates, which makes a one-time application-level
setting unsuitable for our purposes.
In addition, determining the available bandwidth is made challenging by the fact
that in a fully distributed P2P system we cannot rely on the availability of a server
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infrastructure as used by common bandwidth tests in the internet. Finally, as our
system requires significant bandwidth to run, any bandwidth determination must not
interfere with the operation of the system.
However, without accurate information on the available bandwidth, our approach
will not be able to determine the correct size of the AoPs. This will result in higher load
on the coordinators. Unfortunately we also cannot elect peers with sufficient bandwidth
to handle this load, in this situation. An suitable bandwidth estimation system is thus
critical to our approach.
We have therefore developed such a system [141] and will describe in the following.
First we will outline the requirements we have for the system, followed by a detailed
description of the estimation algorithm.

4.5.1

Requirements

We have determined three requirements for a bandwidth estimation which provides results which are useful to our system. These requirements are Accuracy, Responsiveness
and Minimal Interference [127] [141].
• Accuracy: To be useful, the resulting estimate must be accurate. Note that the
specific level of accuracy that is required depends on the application using the P2P
system. Therefore, the estimation approach should be configurable for different
accuracy levels. Inaccurate estimations can be distinguished into underestimation
and overestimation. Underestimations report a total bandwidth that is lower
than the actual value. Overestimations report a total bandwidth that is too large.
While we want to eliminate both kinds of errors, we argue that overestimations are
more severe than underestimations. Avoiding overestimations should therefore be
prioritized. Otherwise, a peer might be rated too good and be overloaded with
management functions. This could degrade system performance or even lead to
system failure. Therefore, we accept a certain amount of underestimation if this
reduces the probability of an overestimation.
• Responsiveness: The available bandwidth of a peer is not static. Depending on
the peer’s context, it can vary frequently, e.g. in case of mobile devices or multiple devices sharing an Internet connection. The bandwidth estimation approach
should respond quickly to such variations and always provide a current estimation
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of the available bandwidth. Note that – just as for accuracy – the specific level
of required responsiveness is application dependent and should be configurable.
• Minimal Interference: While providing accurate and current information about
the available bandwidth, the estimation approach should minimize its interference with the actual application. Otherwise, the estimation could e.g. consume
a large percentage of the available bandwidth for its measurements. This should
not be the case. When the application needs to send or receive data, the estimation approach should use as little bandwidth as possible and provide as much
as possible to the application. On the other hand, if the application currently
does not need the bandwidth, the estimation approach can take over and use it
to perform measurements.

4.5.2

Overview and Design Rationale

There are two basic approaches to estimating available bandwidth, passive observation and active measurement. Passive observation refers to estimating the available
bandwidth based solely on observing existing traffic on the system. In contrast, active
measurement uses techniques which actively inject traffic into the system to determine
the available bandwidth.
By observing existing traffic on the peer, it is possible to deduce some information
about the available bandwidth. This approach has virtually no overhead, as information
about the current traffic is a simple low-cost system call on most devices. This results
in minimal interference with the P2P system and also allows to fulfil the requirement
of Responsiveness, as we can regularly monitor the current traffic. Unfortunately this
approach does not provide very high accuracy, in particular during sparse observation.
If there is very little traffic to observe, we cannot expect to get high quality results.
Active measurement does allow for more accurate results, as it can generate the
necessary traffic to allow good estimates of the available bandwidth. Unfortunately
this traffic interferes with the operation of the P2P system by reducing the bandwidth
available to it. In the worst case, an active measurement may even use all available
bandwidth. This also means, it is difficult to provide responsive results. While a shortterm interference may be tolerable, constantly measuring the available bandwidth could
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in practice result in a situation where the system permanently reports no available
bandwidth, as the measurements use it all up.
Our approach combines low-overhead passive observation of existing traffic with
an active peer-based injection of traffic to improve accuracy. To reduce overhead, we
only use traffic injection when the peer has idle resources or our confidence in the
current estimation is too low. The system is configurable by applications to balance
the achieved accuracy with the resulting overhead.
The basic idea of our estimation algorithm is as follows. To determine the available
bandwidth, we need two pieces of information: the system’s currently used bandwidth
uBW and the system’s current capacity C (i.e. the maximum available bandwidth).
Given these values we can calculate the available bandwidth aBW as aBW = C−uBW .
We can easily measure uBW , e.g. using system load information provided by the
operating system. However, C is a priori unknown and cannot be determined directly.
Therefore, the problem of estimating aBW can be reduced to estimating C.
To do so, we continuously determine estimates for a lower bound lB and an upper
bound uB of C. The real value of C must be between these two bounds. lB is
determined by the current (passive) measurement of uBW . uB is set using (active)
traffic injections. To avoid overestimation, we add a decay function to calculate the
progression of C. The decay function decreases C over time until a given threshold
value is met. Then uB is recalculated using another active traffic injection.
Note that the system may have previous knowledge about C. This knowledge can
originate from a user setting in our software, information from hardware, e.g., a DSL
modem, or from previous measurements. Our approach can use this knowledge as a
starting point for its estimations. However, we argue that these values are not reliable
and thus cannot replace continuous estimation. As discussed before, users may simply
not be aware of their Internet connection’s capacity or even have incentives to misreport
it [142]. The capacity of an Internet connection can also change, for example during
peak hours due to under-provisioning by ISPs [137]. Finally, certain systems such as
mobile devices change their type of internet connection regularly.
In the remainder of this chapter, we describe this approach in more detail. First, we
present the basic capacity estimation algorithm. Then we describe how the threshold
and the decay rate are computed. After that we show some enhancements to the basic
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approach and discuss how traffic injections are performed. Finally combine all of these
aspects and estimate the available bandwidth.

4.5.3

Capacity Estimation

In the following we explain our basic capacity estimation algorithm in more detail (see
Algorithm 11). As described before, the algorithm depends on a decay function and a
threshold value. The details of their computation (together with the parameters T and
L) are described in the next chapters and omitted here.
Algorithm 11 Basic Capacity Estimation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

procedure EstimateCapacity(init, T , L)
uB = C = init; t = 1
loop
lB = usedBandwidth()
if lB > uB then
uB = lB
end if
thr = threshold(lB, uB, T )
C = uBd−decay(t, L, uB, thr)
t=t+1
if C ≤ thr then
uB = injectTraffic()
t=1
end if
end loop
end procedure
The algorithm starts by initializing the upper bound uB and the estimated capacity

C with the parameter init. This parameter is passed to the algorithm by the application
and contains all previous knowledge about the network capacity. If no such knowledge
is available, init can be set to zero. After that, a variable t is initialized to one. It is
used to compute the correct decay rate later. The higher t, the larger the decay. Thus,
the initial decay is minimal.
After the initialization, the algorithm loops over the following instructions. First,
it sets the lower bound lB to the current network load of the system. Then, it checks
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whether the current load is higher than the expected upper bound uB. If it is, uB is
updated. Now, it computes the current threshold value thr. After that it recomputes
the estimated capacity C. C is set to uB minus the current decay function value
(decay(..)). Then, t is incremented to increase the decay in the next round. If the
resulting capacity is equal or below the threshold, the algorithm measures uB again by
initiating a traffic injection and setting uB as the highest traffic observed during the
traffic injection. In addition, the algorithm resets the decay rate by setting t to zero.
After that, the loop starts again.
This algorithm realizes the basic approach presented in the previous section. It
continuously estimates C using passive traffic observation. In order to provide an
accurate estimation for C the upper bound has to be determined by traffic injection.
Right after an injection, uB is very accurate and we can set C = uB. The further our
last traffic injection is in the past, the more likely it is that C might have changed,
reducing our trust in its estimation. Thus, if we keep C at the upper bound, the
likelihood of an inaccurate estimation keeps increasing.
The naı̈ve solution for this is to constantly inject traffic and redetermine uB continuously. Clearly, this would produce prohibitive overhead, violating requirement R3.
Thus we use our decay function and the threshold to model the ageing of C over time.

4.5.4

Threshold

The threshold thr is the value towards which C falls before a new active traffic injection
is initiated. Clearly, thr must be between our two bounds lB and uB. However,
choosing the correct value for thr is not trivial, as it influences the accuracy we can
expect to get. If we select a high thr, i.e., one close to uB, we increase the risk of
overestimation, as the reported C will be higher. On the other hand, if we select a low
thr, i.e., one close to lB, we increase the risk of underestimation, as the reported C
will generally be lower. The correct choice ultimately depends on the application. The
less tolerable an overestimation is for a given application, the lower th should be. We
therefore introduce a parameter T with a range from 0 to 1 and define the threshold
(and thus the threshold(..) function) as follows:

thr = lB + (uB − lB) ∗ T
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Using T we can select where the threshold will be set between the two bounds. With
T = 0.5, the threshold is exactly in the middle between lB and uB. With T = 0, the
threshold is equal to lB. Note that our approach is designed to prefer underestimation
even when the threshold is set very high, as the upper bound is selected in such a way
that it can be an underestimation even at the moment of selection.
Note that thr is calculated dynamically for each point of time, using the most recent
lB and uB. As lB is continuously remeasured, th can change constantly, getting larger
and smaller with the rise and fall of lB.

4.5.5

Decay Function

After looking at the threshold, we now discuss how the decay function (decay(..)) is
computed in more detail. This function determines the behaviour of the bandwidth
estimation mechanism and is designed to perform two functions. First, it decreases
the estimated capacity over time. This pessimistic approach reduces overestimations.
Second, it determines when a traffic injection is initiated.
The first question when designing the decay function is what basic function to use
for it. We have experimented with a number of functions. Fundamentally, we could
choose between linear decay, decay which decreases over time (getting flatter) and decay
which increases over time (getting steeper).
We have experimented with all three types of functions and found that a function
which decreases over time leads to significant underestimation as the capacity quickly
nears the threshold. This in turn lead to very low reported available bandwidth. While
we consider overestimations to be more serious than underestimation, we considered
this trade-off too large. Both functions with linear decay and increasing delay showed
suitable results, with the linear one again resulting in a more pessimistic approach with
lower reported available bandwidth.
In the end we have chosen to use an increasing decay. This type of function models
a higher confidence in the value of the upper bound for the near future after a traffic
injection followed by decreasing confidence over time.
The second question is the gradient of the decay, i.e., how fast the decay value rises
and thus C falls. Modifying the gradient changes how frequently traffic injections are
performed. In stable environments, a low gradient can be used, reducing overhead. To
be more responsive (see Requirement R2) in very dynamic situations, a high gradient
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should be chosen. To control the gradient, we introduce a new parameter L which
determines how long it takes the decay function to reach the threshold, i.e., how many
rounds the loop in Algorithm 11 is executed before a new injection occurs. For now, L
is set by the application. We discuss a more sophisticated approach in the next section.
The resulting decay function is:
decay(t, L, uB, thr) = logL (t) ∗ (uB − thr)

(4.6)

Note that as the threshold is computed dynamically and can increase if the current
lB is high (i.e. there is a lot of traffic), the result value of the decay function can
actually decrease between two consecutive calls, even if t increases. This results in an
increase of the estimated capacity C.

4.5.6

Dynamic Decay Rate Adaptation

The approach we presented so far relies on a fixed value for L. This introduces two
problems. First, what if the application does not know the overall stability of the
system and thus cannot set L correctly? Second, what if the system stability varies
over time, such that L should be adapted?
To counter these problems, we add an algorithm to let our estimation approach
choose L automatically, depending on the current stability. To do so, we use a history
of deltas between successive uB measurements. Using this history we scale between a
pre-set maximum and a minimum L. If uB remains stable over time, we choose a large
L to reduce unnecessary traffic injections. If we detect large changes to uB, we choose
a small L to increase the rate of decay, thus improving the accuracy. The history δ is
given as:
δ =α∗1−

min(uBold , uB)
+ (1 − α) ∗ δ
max(uBold , uB)

(4.7)

It computes a weighted average of past deviations between two consecutive uB measurements. The parameter uBold contains the previous value of uB, α is a smoothing
factor between 0 and 1 that can be used to control how quick the history adapts to new
values. If α is set to a low value, the history reacts slowly. A large α results in quick
history adaptations. For our evaluations we used α = 0.2. Using this equation we can
now specify our new L (and thus the length(..) function) as:
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L = Lmin + (1 − δ) ∗ (Lmax − Lmin )

(4.8)

The equation sets L between a minimal (Lmin ) and maximum (Lmax ) value by
adding an amount to Lmin that depends on the current stability, given by our history
δ.

4.5.7

Decay Rate Reset

With our new dynamically computed L, we can adapt the traffic injection rate depending on the stability of uB. But there is another possibility to further reduce the
number of injections. Our decay function models our decreasing confidence in a previous measurement of uB. A traffic injection is initiated when this confidence is too low.
However, there are situations, in which we can increase our confidence in a previous
measurement again, specifically with respect to possible overestimations.
The basic idea is to take the amount of current traffic (represented by the lower
bound lB) and its distance to the current uB into account. If there is a lot of traffic,
i.e. lB gets close to uB, our confidence in uB increases, because it is less likely that
we did overestimate uB. As a consequence, we are resetting the rate of decay in this
situation. Thus, in case of higher traffic in the system, we are further delaying the next
traffic injection, as we have higher confidence in our upper bound.
This has another advantage. We are less likely to initiate a traffic injection in
situations where the system is using significant amounts of bandwidth. This reduces
the probability to interfere with the operation of the system (see Requirement R3). On
the other hand we perform more regular traffic injections in situations where the system
has sufficient bandwidth resources available. This dynamic adaptation thus not only
reduces overall overhead, but moves the generation of overhead to situations where its
effects are less noticeable.
Note that this optimization should not be applied if underestimations are considered very severe. The likelihood of underestimations is not reduced by high traffic.
Therefore, using decay rate resets potentially results in more underestimations.
To realize the described behaviour we reset the rate of decay in two cases. First,
we perform a reset, if the new estimation of the capacity C is higher than the last
estimation of C. This can happen, if lB has increased so much that the result of the
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decay function decreases, as described in Section 4.5.5. In addition we also reset the
rate of decay each time we change the upper bound, either because of a traffic injection
or because the current traffic was found to be higher than uB. In both cases we have
a reliable new value for uB, which means we can set C equal to uB and restart the
decay process.
In some circumstances it may be possible that the rate of decay is constantly reset.
In this case it can take very long for C to reach the threshold. While this is intended
behaviour, we want to put an upper limit on the duration for which we can delay
the next traffic injection. To do so, we also define a maximum interval M for traffic
injections, i.e., an interval at which a traffic injection is always performed regardless of
whether the decay function has reached the threshold. For our evaluation we have set
this as three times the maximum interval for parameter L.

4.5.8

Extended Capacity Estimation

To add the additional optimizations described in the last two sections, we have to
extend our basic capacity estimation algorithm (see Algorithm 11). Our extended
capacity estimation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 12.
It changes the original algorithm only slightly. First, we remove the parameter L
from the parameter list passed to the algorithm, as L is now computed dynamically,
using the length(..) function. We replace L with two new parameters Lmin and Lmax ,
specifying the minimal and maximum length between traffic injections. Second, we
add the two cases for resetting the decay rate, lB > uB (Line 7–12) and C > Cold
(Line 18–20) together with necessary temporary variables to store the old values of
uB and C. Third, we add the maximum injection interval M (Line 26–31) and a new
counter variable tm to enforce it.

4.5.9

Traffic Injection

Traffic injections are a key part of our approach. Whenever the estimation wants to
re-evaluate the upper bound uB, it initiates an injection. A traffic injection essentially
means that the peer requiring the injection sends or receives as fast as possible to make
sure that the uplink or downlink capacity is fully used.
In case of a traffic injection on the uplink, i.e., to measure the uplink capacity, the
injecting peer must select a receiver for its traffic. A naı̈ve approach would be to simply
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Algorithm 12 Extended Capacity Estimation Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

procedure EstimateCapacity(init, T , Lmin , Lmax )
uB = C = init;
t = 1; tm = 1;
L = 0; M = 3 ∗ Lmax ;
loop
lB = usedBw()
if lB > uB then
uBold = uB
uB = lB
L = length(uB, uBold , Lmin , Lmax )
t=1
end if
thr = threshold(lB, uB, T )
Cold = C
C = uB−decay(t, L, uB, thr)
t=t+1
tm = tm + 1
if C > Cold then
t=1
end if
if C ≤ thr then
uBold = uB
uB = injectTraffic()
L = length(uB, uBold , Lmin , Lmax )
t = tm = 1
else if tm > M then
uBold = uB
uB = injectTraffic()
L = length(uB, uBold , Lmin , Lmax )
t = tm = 1
end if
end loop
end procedure
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use one other peer. However, we may select a peer that has a smaller downlink capacity
than our uplink capacity. In fact, given that many Internet connections are asymmetric,
this is a likely scenario.Thus we would measure the other peer’s downlink instead of
our uplink. In addition, we may induce a lot of overhead to the other peer. Therefore,
we select a group of peers, which then simultaneously receive data from the injecting
peer. We choose the peers in the peer group based on their own available bandwidth,
i.e., we prefer peers with high available bandwidth. The details of this election process,
how many peers to choose and how to perform the coordination between the peers are
beyond the scope of this paper. So far, we rely on a special coordinator peer to control
the process. More sophisticated coordination protocols are subject to our future work.
For traffic injections on the downlink, i.e., to measure the downlink capacity, we follow
essentially the same approach. The only difference is that instead of sending data, the
peer initiating the traffic injection is receiving data from the peer group.
Note that there can be a dependency between uplink and downlink traffic injections.
High upload speed can negatively influence download speed and vice versa, particularly
on certain types of connection (e.g. DSL). This would result in less accurate estimations.
Therefore, we delay a traffic injection when another one is currently running.

4.5.10

Available Bandwidth

Now that we have determined C, we can simply calculate the available bandwidth aBW
by subtracting the current bandwidth from the estimated capacity. However, this value
can fluctuate. While one of our requirements is responsiveness (R2), many applications
may prefer a somewhat more stable value. By using a simple history-based approach
we can reduce the impact of temporary spikes on the reported available bandwidth.
The resulting equation for aBW is as follows:

aBW := β ∗ (C − lB) + (1 − β) ∗ aBW

(4.9)

Just as for the history used in the computation of L (see Equation 4.7), we introduce
a smoothing factor β between 0 and 1 to control how fast aBW adapts to new values.
In case of a small β value, temporary spikes are smoothed out and aBW reacts slowly
to changes. If β is set near 1, the history is mostly ignored, and aBW reacts faster.
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Note that in order to determine the available upload and download bandwidth
separately, we can simply run this approach once for upload and once for download.
One exception to this is the traffic injection. As high upload speed can negatively
influence download speed and vice versa, particularly on certain types of connection
(e.g. DSL), we want to avoid simultaneous traffic injections for the upper upload and
download bounds. To avoid this, we can simply delay a traffic injection when another
one is currently running.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation
In this chapter we will evaluate the contributions of this thesis. We will examine our
propagation overlay in Section 5.1 and show that it is able to deliver updates quickly
(i.e. with a small number of hops in the overlay) while being scalable. Second, we will
look at our coordinator election algorithm in Section 5.2 and show that it can elect
suitable coordinators with limited overhead in the vertical update propagation overlay.
Finally, we will review our bandwidth estimation algorithm in Section 5.3 and show
that it provides realistic estimates while generating limited bandwidth overhead.

5.1

Update Propagation Overlay

In this section we evaluate our update propagation overlay with a number of experiments. We have implemented and integrated our approach into the peers@play prototype (see Section 2.2). Our evaluation setup requires a large number of peers in
the system as well as the ability to get accurate overlay hop counts and realistic delay measurements. Our experimental setup was designed to satisfy those criteria. To
achieve a large number of peers we ran up to 350 instances of our prototype on an IBM
BladeCenter with 6 Blades (each with 2 Intel Xeon QuadCore CPUs with 2.33 GHz
and 6 GB RAM). While this enables us to get accurate hop counts, the delay between
these instances is unrealistically low, as they all run on the same local network or even
system. Thus, to perform realistic delay measurements, we set up two additional peers
at two separate off-site locations. The first peer was connected to the Internet using a
standard home DSL Internet connection. This peer served as our measuring node. The
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second peer was connected to the Internet using a standard home cable Internet connection. This peer serves a special coordinator (see Section 5.1.2). Figure 5.1 depicts
this setup.

Figure 5.1: Evaluation Setup - A BladeCenter runs a larger number of peers@play
instances, while two off-site nodes are set up to enable delay measurements

We have set the following default parameters for our experiments. The size of the
virtual world (worldSize) is 400m. The number of peers in this world (P ) is 350
(based on the number of instance of the peers@play prototype which the BladeCenter
is capable of running in parallel). Each peer has an AoI of 20m and each event has
an AoE of 20m. Each zone can hold a maximum of 30 peers (maxP eersP erZone),
before a zone split is initiated. As most peers are in the same local network, or even
the same machine, we cannot use realistic bandwidth values and thus manually set a
default AoP size of 6 peers. Finally, eventDistance is the average distance of an even
location (and the center of its corresponding AoE) from the generating peer.
These default values are depicted in Figure 5.2 and apply to all experiments unless
otherwise noted. The peers in our system move along random paths and regularly
generate events resulting in their corresponding updates. For each experiment, all P
peers were added to the system, which then ran for 10 minutes. During this time, all
incoming events at the measuring node were recorded.
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peers in system P

350

zone split limit maxP eersP erZone

30 peers

AoP size AoP

6 peers

size of world worldSize

400m

AoI size AoI

20m

AoE size AoE

20m

average event distance eventDistance

10m

Figure 5.2: Evaluation Parameters: Update Propagation Overlay

5.1.1

Overlay Hops
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Figure 5.3: Hop Count - Average hop count in the update propagation overlay, showing
the influence of AoE size

As we have previously discussed, the overlay connections of a peer are determined
by its location in the virtual world. It is therefore not possible for a peer to freely choose
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which peers in the system to connect to. This in turn means we cannot optimize our
overlay for network delay. The primary metric for the interactivity of our system is
therefore the number of hops a message makes in the overlay before reaching its target.
We thus look at the average number of hops each message has traversed before reaching
our measuring node. To do so we have run our experiment repeatedly, increasing P by
50 each time. Figure 5.3 shows the results of these experiments.
In a traditional client/server approach, all messages take two hops to be delivered,
as they are sent to the target client via the server. In our system, all updates delivered
via the horizontal update propagation overlay only require one hop. However, when the
vertical overlay is utilized, the hop count is two or higher (depending on the location
of the target and the depth of the quadtree). As can be seen, the combined average
hop count stays below two hops per update in our approach.
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Average Overlay Hops by eventDistance
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Figure 5.4: Influence of Event Location on Hop Count - Average hop count in the
update propagation overlay, showing influence of eventDistance

It should be noted that the value of AoI and AoE can have a significant impact on
the average hop count. This is due to the fact that larger values for these parameters
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increase the number of peers an update must be delivered to, both inside and outside
the current zone. When this occurs, more updates need to be delivered via the vertical
overlay, thus increasing the hop count. We therefore repeated our experiments for
varying sizes of AoE (note that increasing AoI is analogous to increasing AoE, so we
did not perform a separate experiment for AoI). As expected, increasing values for
AoE also increased the average hop count. However, even with AoEs which cover 25%
of the virtual world, the hop count stays below that of a client/server approach.
Note that the drop in the average hop count around the 250/300 peer marks can be
attributed to an increase in the depth of the vertical overlay quadtree. At this point
a significant number of zone splits have occurred and the average number of peers in
each zone is decreased. This in turn means that each peer has a larger percentage of
its zone’s peers in its AoP, thus reducing the load on the coordinator and therefore the
average hop count.
As larger AoIs/AoEs increase the average hop count, we expect the same results
with increasing distance of the AoEs from the originating peer. The further events are
away from their originating peer, the less likely it is that they can be propagated using
the horizontal update propagation overlay. Figure 5.4 shows the effect eventDistance
on the overall hop count. We have run our default experiment several times, with increasing values for eventDistance. As can be seen, the hop count increases as expected.
Considering this, there are scenarios in which it is possible for the average hop
count to exceed that of a traditional client/server approach. This is the case for very
large values for AoI/AoE in combination with a high depth of the quadtree. Similarly,
this can occur when updates are regularly generated at a significant distance from the
originating peer. However, neither very large AoIs/AoEs, nor distant event locations
are realistic assumptions for most MMVEs. In addition the depth of the quadtree grows
very slowly with the number of peers (log4 (P )).

5.1.2

Delay

Even though our key metric is the average hop count, we also evaluate our approach
for delay. Our setup imposes some limitations to this, however. We cannot get realistic
delay measurements for the entire overlay, as most peers are in the same network or
even on the same local machine. Thus we have included two additional peers which
enter the system via separate Internet connections. By making one of these peers the
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coordinator of a zone, and placing the measuring node inside it, we can evaluate the
update delay within this zone. Any update sent directly to or from the measuring node
has to traverse an Internet connection, thus taking a realistic amount of time to reach
its destination. The same is true for any message sent to or from the coordinator.
Under the assumption that no update is sent from outside the peer’s zone, this gives us
update delays as experienced by an individual participant in the virtual world. While
this assumption in not realistic, it allows us to evaluate the horizontal component of
the update propagation overlay with regards to delay.
350
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300
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Figure 5.5: Delay - Average update propagation delay for a single zone

We therefore modify our experiment as follows. First we set maxP eersP erZone to
∞. This has two consequences. First, the depth of the quadtree will remain at 1, i.e.
no zone splits will be performed. Second, due to this lack of zone splits, the system
will ultimately fail, when the single zone’s coordinator becomes overwhelmed. Second,
instead of using our coordinator election algorithm we pre-determine a single node as
coordinator (i.e. the off-site peer). In order to compare our results, we run the exper-
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iment again, this time setting AoP to 0. In effect, this creates a client/server system,
as all updates have to be sent via the coordinator. Finally, we run the experiment a
third time, setting AoP to ∞. This creates a naı̈ve P2P approach where all peers are
connected to all other peers. Figure 5.5 shows the results of these experiments.
As we can see, the naı̈ve P2P approach provides the lowest delay for very small
numbers of peers in the system. However as peers are added, they quickly become
overwhelmed by having to communicate with all other peers and delay increases. With
120 peers in the system, the delay is already above 300ms. For higher numbers, the
system fails. While this approach offers low delay in theory, in practice it does not
scale. As we have selected a highly suitable system as coordinator, the client/serverlike approach scales better, failing only when more than 250 peers were added to the
system. As expected delay is about twice that of the naı̈ve P2P approach.
In comparison our approach provides delay below that of the client/server-like approach while providing higher scalability. We achieve delay very close to that of the
naı̈ve P2P approach while allowing more peers in the system than the client/server-like
approach. Note again that the number of 350 peers is not a limit imposed by our
approach but by the resources of the BladeCenter used for evaluation.
Our approach makes use of direct connections between the peers to deliver a majority of update messages with one hop in the overlay (resulting in low delay) while fully
utilizing both the resources of the peers and the coordinator (resulting in a scalable
system).
Finally, note that we attribute the small increase of delay with increasing peer
number to the increasing load on the BladeCenter.
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5.2

Coordinator Election

In this section, we evaluate our coordinator election algorithm. As our distributed
prototype does not allow us a complete view of the overlay, we have developed a simulation, which enables us to fully evaluate elections in the system. The simulation starts
with a single peer and continually adds up to P peers to the system. This results in
regular zone splits, each of which initiates an election to select four new coordinators.
Our simulation uses the following parameters. P is the total number of peers which
are added to the system. As a default value, we are adding 50.000 peers. suitT reshold
is the suitability threshold above which a peer is considered suitable to serve as coordinator. Our default value for this threshold is 0.7. As shown in Algorithm 8, we set the
threshold for a local candidate search at suitT hreshold + (1 − suitT hreshold/2), which
means localSuitT hreshold is set to 0.85 per default. Finally, we need to set the maximum number of peers per zone, i.e. the number above which a coordinator initiates
a zone split. maxP eersP erZone is set to 50 by default. As a zone split is based on
the available resources of the coordinator, a coordinator with a suitability of 1.0 would
thus initiate a split when the 51st peer attempts to enter its zone. We also assume that
each coordinator can handle at least 10 peers, which means we scale each coordinator’s
zoneSplitT hreshold between 10 and maxP eersP erZone, based on its suitability. The
suitability of all peers is randomly set between 0.0 and 1.0. noOf Samples represents
the number of samples (i.e. coordinates) generated for each election. It is set to 4 by
default.
peers added to system P

50000

suitability threshold suitT reshold

0.7

local suitability threshold localSuitT hreshold

0.85

zone split limit maxP eersP erZone

50

number of samples per election noOf Samples

4

Figure 5.6: Evaluation Parameters: Coordinator Election

Figure 5.6 lists all election parameters and their default values. These values apply
to all evaluation results, unless otherwise noted.
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5.2.1

Average Suitability of Elected Coordinators

First we will look at the suitability of the peers selected by our approach. Figure 5.7
shows the average suitability of the selected peers. We have run the simulation 50
times, starting with P = 1000 and increasing P by 1000 each time. We then repeated
this experiment for increasing values of maxP eersP erZone. As we can see, the average
suitability is consistently above 0.9 in all scenarios. We can also observe that the total
number of peers in the system has no notable influence on the results. However, the
maximum number of peers in each zone (maxP eersP erZone) does. The higher the
average number of peers in a zone is, the better the election results. This is expected,
as each sample and local search generally reaches a larger pool of candidates, the higher
the average number of peers in each zone is.

Average # of Peers per Zone: 50
Average # of Peers per Zone: 100
Average # of Peers per Zone: 150
Average # of Peers per Zone: 200
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Figure 5.7: Average Peer Suitability - Average suitability of peers, showing the
influence of maxP eersP erZone on results
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5.2.2

Local Search

We will now consider the effect of the local search component of our algorithm on its
results. Figure 5.8 shows the relation of the number of elections which use the sampling
component of our algorithm vs. the number of those which find suitable coordinators
using a local search only. As we can see, maxP eersP erZone once again influences
the result. The lower maxP eersP erZone is, the more often the algorithm uses its
sampling component to elect the coordinators. When it is set to 20 (which results
in an average of 10 peers per zone with 50000 peers in the system), the local search
almost never finds sufficient suitable results. With increasing maxP eersP erZone, the
percentage of successful local searches increases as well. When it is set to 70 (which
results in an average of 48 peers per zone with 50000 peers in the system), the number
of unsuccessful local searches is under 5%. When it is set 100 or above, the algorithm
can find almost all new coordinators locally.
1
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Average # of Peers per Zone: 30
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Figure 5.8: Sampling vs. Local Search - Relation of elections which use sampling vs.
elections which use local search only, showing the influence of maxP eersP erZone
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5.2.3

Election in a Resource-constrained System

Our previous results were obtained using an even distribution of suitability. This means
that with a suitT reshold of 70, 30% of all peers in the system are suitable as coordinators. We will now look at the results of our algorithm when only a small percentage
(5%) of all peers are suitable as coordinators. In Figure 5.9 we observe similar results
to those in Figure 5.7, with two differences. First, the average suitability is lower in
this resource-constrained scenario, though the results remain acceptable to good. Once
again, maxP eersP erZone has a distinct influence. Second, we note that the results
are less consistent, particularly when few peers are in the system. This is due to the
fact that there are fewer overall candidates and the random effect of the sampling is
more pronounced.
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Figure 5.9: Suitability in a Resource-constrained System - Average suitability of
peers in a system with only 5% suitable peers

Even though the average suitability of the elected coordinators is lower than in the
30% scenario, the relative quality of the results remains high. Figure 5.10 shows that
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for 50000 peers, the elected coordinators are respectively in the 94th (30% scenario)
and the 96th (5% scenario) percentile of all peers. In other words, while the average
suitability of the selected peers can be as low as 70 (which means that roughly half of
the selected peers are below the suitability threshold), the algorithm has still managed
to select most of the top peers in the system. This means that our algorithm can elect
a high quality set of coordinators even in a resource-constrained environment.
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Figure 5.10: Percentile of Suitability - Percentile of elected coordinators among all
peers regarding suitability

5.2.4

Influence of Samples

We will now look at the influence the number of samples has on the election results.
Figure 5.11 shows our experiment with increasing values of noOf Samples and for the
30% and 5% suitability scenarios. As we can see, the average suitability increases
only slightly with a higher noOf Samples. This fits with our result regarding the high
success rate of the local search. In most cases, a single zone provides a sufficiently
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large pool of candidates to successfully elect a coordinator. While additional samples
increase the pool of candidates, the improvements to average coordinator suitability
are too small to justify a large number of samples.
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Figure 5.11: Influence of noOf Samples on Suitability - Average suitability of peers,
showing the influence of the number of samples used during an election

5.2.5

Election of Unsuitable Coordinators

Even when the average suitability of elected coordinators is high, this does not necessarily mean that every elected coordinator is suitable. In fact, as previously discussed,
our algorithm cannot guarantee this. Figure 5.12 shows the number of elected coordinators, with a suitability score below suitT hreshold. Once again, maxP eersP erZone
has significant influence on the results. If maxP eersP erZone is above 40, very few
(if any) unsuitable coordinators are elected. Very small values of maxP eersP erZone
however, can result a number of unsuitable coordinators. For example, when set to 20,
314 of the elected coordinators were unsuitable. Out of a total of 7141 coordinators in
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the system, this is 4.4%. When maxP eersP erZone increases 25, this drops to 0.93%.
Note that even when maxP eersP erZone is not set to a small value, some individual coordinators may still be below suitT hreshold, particularly among those selected
early during system startup. This necessitates a coordinator replacement strategy (see
Chapter 6.1). Also note that the sudden increase in unsuitable coordinators at around
18000 and 25000 peers in the system can be attributed to the fact that zone splits
are not evenly distributed in time but appear in clusters when multiple zones exceed
maxP eersP erZone around the same time. This effect can also be observed in Figure 5.13 and to a lesser degree Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.12: Coordinators below Suitability Threshold - The number of elected
coordinators with a suitability score below suitT hreshold, showing the influence of
maxP eersP erZone

5.2.6

Overhead

To determine the overhead generated by our election algorithm we look at two metrics.
First, Figure 5.13 shows the overall number of messages (request and respond) which
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are generated during each experiment. After adding 100000 peers to our system, only
3500 election messages are generated. Second, Figure 5.14 shows the number of hops
which these messages traverse in the horizontal update propagation overlay. We look
at both the hops an individual request message (and its response message) traverse in
the overlay, as well as the total number of hops for an election. As can be expected, the
number of hops for a request is bounded by the depth of the tree. In our experiment
with 100000 peers in the system, the depth of the tree is 7, resulting in a worst case
hop count of 14 for a request and its response. On average, each request and response
took only 5.1 hops in the overlay, however. Due to the slow increase in the depth of
the tree, this number also increases slowly.
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Figure 5.13: Overhead (Messages) - The number of message generated by the election
algorithm (per an individual request and per election)

In conclusion, our election algorithm provides very good results with manageable
overhead. We note the importance of the local search component and that a low number
of samples is sufficient for good results. The algorithm is limited by the average number
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of peers in the zones. If this number becomes too small, the quality of the algorithm’s
results decreases. However this is only the case in systems which are already severely
resource constrained.
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Figure 5.14: Overhead (Overlay Hops) - The number of hops in the overlay by request
and response messages
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5.3

Bandwidth Estimation

In this section we evaluate our approach for bandwidth estimation with a number of
experiments. The experiments are performed on five peers that we deployed on different
computers in the Internet. Our evaluation setup is depicted in Figure 5.15. The five
peers form an overlay network. Three of them (Peers P1 , P2 , P3 ) are executed as micro
instances in the Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2). The other two peers (Peers
M and F ) run on Intel Core2 Duo (2 GHz, 2GB RAM) computers. They are located in
a LAN that is connected to the Internet via DSL. The Internet connection is advertised
by the provider with a speed of 16 Mbps. However, in our experiments we found that
the actual capacity of the connection is approximately 3.7 Mbps. We have additionally
verified this result through several server-based bandwidth tests.

Figure 5.15: Evaluation Setup - Evaluation setup for the bandwidth estimation algorithm

Using this setup, we implement three scenarios. In the first scenario, we measure
the available bandwidth of Peer M without any background traffic, i.e. on an otherwise
idle system. Peer F is not used in this scenario. The Peers P1 , P2 , P3 act as the peer
group for traffic injections (see Section 4.5.9). Each has a maximum upstream of 2
Mbps. In addition, Peer P1 also serves as as coordinator to manage the peer group.
This is, however, only of marginal interest to this evaluation. In the second scenario,
we add background traffic to Peer M to simulate M actually executing an application
that uses bandwidth. To do so, M downloads a 175 MB file via BitTorrent. In the third
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scenario, we induce background traffic at Peer F , i.e. not at the measuring peer itself,
but in the same LAN. Thus, in this scenario M has to share its Internet connection
with another active peer. The background traffic is generated – similar to the second
scenario – by letting F download a 175 MB file via BitTorrent. The values of additional
parameters in our experiments are listed in Figure 5.16:
Threshold parameter T

0.5

minimal injection Lmin

30 steps

maximum injection Lmax

120 steps

L history weight α

0.2

aBW history weight β

0.01

Injection size per peer

1MByte

Step length

1s

Figure 5.16: Evaluation Parameters: Bandwidth Estimation Algorithm

With these three scenarios we perform a number of experiments, each focussing on a
different aspect of our approach. First, we want to demonstrate the basic functionality
of our approach, including the dynamic adaptation of L (see Figure 5.17–5.19). After
that, we show the effects of resetting the decay rate under load (see Figure 5.20).
Then, we show the influence of the threshold parameter T on the reported available
bandwidth (see Figure 5.21) before we discuss how a possible overestimation influences
our system and the results (see Figure 5.22). Finally, we show the overhead of our
approach, including the effect of the dynamic adaptation of L on it (see Figure 5.23).

5.3.1

No Background Traffic

In our first experiment, we estimate the available bandwidth aBW at Peer M without
any background traffic initiated in the local network. Thus, the measured aBW should
be close to the capacity of the DSL downlink (3.7 Mbps). Figure 5.17 shows the
resulting values for the lower bound lB, the upper bound uB, the estimated capacity
C, and aBW .
We can see that our approach reports a constant measured capacity of 3.7 Mbps.
The stable measurements lead to an increase in the decay length interval over time
and we can see that the reported aBW increases over time with the stability of the
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measurements. Note that it stays around 3 MB/s and does not reach the upper bound.
This is intended behaviour in order to avoid overestimations. Also note that the lack
of background traffic is reflected by the fact that lB is 0 during almost the entire measurement. We can also observe the dynamic adaptation of the parameter L. Initially
traffic injections are performed at short intervals, as we have no information about the
stability of uB. Since uB is almost completely stable, the interval between injections
continually increased until it reaches Lmax . We can also see the effects of the decay
function, which continually reduces the estimated capacity C between traffic injections.
After an injection, C is once again set to uB.
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Figure 5.17: No Background Traffic - Bandwidth estimation without background
traffic at peer M

5.3.2

Background Traffic at M

In the second experiment we are generating background traffic on Peer M , the same peer
on which we are estimating the available bandwidth aBW . The results are depicted
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in Figure 5.18. Initially, there is no background traffic and the results are similar to
the first experiment. After approximately 480s, the download of a popular 175 MB
file is initiated via BitTorrent on M . During the download nearly all of the available
bandwidth is used for it.
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Figure 5.18: Background traffic at M - Bandwidth estimation while background
traffic is being generated at peer M

Thus, the passive traffic observation of our algorithm should return a good estimate
of the available bandwidth. This can be seen by looking at the lower bound lB. During
the download it is near the capacity of the DSL connection with sporadic peaks down
to 3 Mbps, in rare cases down to 2.5 Mbps. During this time, the reported available
bandwidth aBW decreases to approximated 0.2 Mbps. After the download is finished
at approximately 940s , lB – i.e. the observed traffic – is 0 again. Now, the bandwidth
estimation requires traffic injections in order to determine aBW . One can see a smooth
increase of aBW until it reaches approximately 3 MB/s again at about 1300s.
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5.3.3

Background Traffic at F

In this scenario we are generating background traffic on Peer F , by downloading a 175
MB file via BitTorrent. This is similar to the second scenario, except that – while the
traffic is still generated in the same LAN – this is done on a different host. In the first
two scenarios, the upper bound uB remains constant. In the first scenario, this was
due to a lack of traffic. In the second scenario, this was the case because the traffic was
generated at the same host. By generating traffic on F , which Peer M cannot directly
measure, we are reducing the amount of traffic that can be sent by M , thus reducing
uB.
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Figure 5.19: Background traffic at F - Bandwidth estimation while background traffic
is generated at peer F

Figure 5.19 shows the measured results over the experiment’s time, as in the previous scenarios. Again the experiment starts and the decay length is adapted and
increases while uB is increasing to ca. 3 Mbps and the estimated capacity C is 3.7
Mbps. When the download starts at approximately 500s, the available bandwidth
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aBW decreases. Here, uB drops down to ca. 1.4 Mbps. Additional traffic injections
are performed when C reaches the threshold. Note the changes of uB, based on the
background traffic generated by F during the traffic injections. Also note the decrease
of the injection interval, due to the dynamic adaptation of L based on the decreased
stability of uB. Interestingly, our approach reports values for aBW above 0 even in
situations where Peer F uses up all its available bandwidth. This is correct, as M and
F share the same Internet connection, i.e., F is not entitled to use up all bandwidth.
Thus, when M initiates a traffic injection, F ’s download speed decreases, as part of the
DSL connection is used up by the traffic injection. After the download is completed,
uB is once again adjusted and the reported available bandwidth returns to previous
levels.
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Figure 5.20: Capacity Decay - Behaviour of estimated capacity under high observed
traffic
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5.3.4

Capacity Decay

Figure 5.20 shows an excerpt of 250 seconds from another experiment in the second
scenario, i.e., where background traffic is generated on M . This excerpt shows the
behaviour of the capacity decay while significant traffic is generated on the peer. We
can see that the estimated capacity C is almost constant and very close to the upper
bound uB. This is due to two reasons. First, the high volume of traffic leads to a high
lower bound lB, which in turn leads to a threshold which is close to uB. That means
that C decreases very little every step. Second, due to the high volume of traffic we
regularly reset the decay rate. This means that the high volume of observed traffic
allows us to keep C almost constant. This in turns allows us to keep delaying the next
traffic injection, reducing overhead under high load (when this overhead can impact
system performance). Only when the traffic stops, does C start falling at an increasing
rate again, finally leading to a traffic injection as C reaches the threshold.
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Figure 5.21: Influence of Threshold - Influence of the threshold on reported available
bandwidth
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5.3.5

Influence of Threshold

Figure 5.21 depicts the influence of the threshold on the reported bandwidth aBW .
We have run three experiments in the first scenario, i.e., with no background traffic
generated, each with a different setting for the parameter T . T determines the position
of the threshold between the upper and lower bounds, which in turns influences the
estimated capacity C. With lower values for T we are expecting lower aBW s and vice
versa. As we can see, our experiments confirmed this. The higher the threshold, the
higher aBW . However, this in turn results in a higher chance of overestimation. This
is a trade-off which must be selected by the application. Note that we are reporting
aBW above 0 for all three settings of T . This means that even for very low settings
of T our approach does not underestimate the available bandwidth to the point where
the result cannot be used any more.

5.3.6

Overestimation
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Figure 5.22: Overestimation - Example of overestimation during bandwidth estimation
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Our approach cannot completely prevent overestimations. Specifically, overestimation can still occur in between two traffic injections, when the capacity drops below the
current estimate. Our decay function is designed to take this into account and thus
reduces the estimated capacity C over time. While this always mitigates a possible
overestimation, it cannot always completely prevent it. Figure 5.22 shows an example
for such a situation. It depicts an excerpt from an experiment in third scenario, i.e.,
where background traffic is generated on F . The figure shows C on M as well as the
traffic generated on F , i.e., the lower bound lB on F . At about 140s, a download is
initiated at F . From this point until about 180s we can observe that F is using almost
all available bandwidth of the internet connection. However, C on M is initially still
estimated at about 3.5 Mbps. During this time, the system suffers from an overestimation. The decay function continuously decreases the amount of overestimation, until C
is once again below the actual capacity. Shortly afterwards, another traffic injection is
initiated and the upper bound iuB s adjusted, which is reflected by an estimation of C
of about 1.4 Mbps. Note that we can also observe the impact that this traffic injection
has on the lower bound of F .
Finally, we are looking at the bandwidth overhead generated by our approach.
Figure 5.23 shows the total additional bandwidth generated over time. We show the
overhead for both the first scenario (no background traffic) and the second scenario
(background traffic generated). For the second scenario we have initiated two subsequent downloads of a 175 MB file via BitTorrent.
We can see the reduction in overhead created by the passive observation of the
traffic generated in the second scenario. As the decay is reset during this observation,
the interval between traffic injections increases, which reduces the overhead.
We also compare our results to a version of the algorithm which uses a static L,
set at the middle between Lmin and Lmax as L =

Lmin +Lmax
.
2

Compared to the static

approach, the adaptive version initially shows slightly higher overhead, as it starts with
a smaller L and thus performs more injections. However, due to stable capacity and
high observed traffic both adaptive versions perform better over time as the number of
injections is reduced.
Note the result of the static approach does not change when background traffic
is introduced, so we omit this result. The result for the adaptive approach in the
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third scenario (background traffic initiated on F ) is also identical to the result for the
adaptive approach in the first scenario, so we omit this as well.

adaptive L (no background traffic)
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Figure 5.23: Overhead - Overhead generated by the traffic injection
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
In this thesis we have developed an update propagation system for peer-to-peer-based
massively multi-user virtual environments. The core of this system is a hierarchical
update propagation overlay, which consists of a horizontal and a vertical component.
The horizontal component uses our concept of an area-of-propagation in order to directly communicate with as many of its neighbour peers as possible. The horizontal
component uses special coordinator peers for overlay maintenance and to enable update propagation outside the AoP. To select these coordinators among the massive
number of peers in the system, we have developed a coordinator election algorithm,
which uses the horizontal component of the overlay to sample a subset of peers in the
system. As both creating AoPs and electing coordinators requires knowledge about
the available bandwidth of the peers in the system, we have also developed an efficient
bandwidth estimation algorithm for P2P systems, which uses a combination of active
measurement and passive observation to determine the bandwidth resources each peer
can contribute to the system. We will now look at how our update propagation system
meets the requirements outlined in Chapter 2 and discuss its remaining limitations.
Our system fulfils the scalability requirement through two key mechanisms. First,
the horizontal update propagation overlay ensures that individual peers directly communicate with as many neighbour peers as possible, thus making maximum use of
their available bandwidth resources. Second, our vertical update propagation overlay
allows us to make use of the heterogeneity of the peers’ available resources. We can
thus assign more resource-intensive tasks to peers with higher available resources. Our
quad-tree-based zoning approach also enables us to dynamically assign these tasks to
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coordinators based on their available resources and the distribution of the peers in the
virtual world.
The scalability of the system is however limited by two factors. First, if the overall
system is resource-starved, i.e. most or all peers have very limited available resources,
then these techniques are of limited effectiveness. Limited resources on the peers lead
to small AoPs, which results in higher load placed on coordinators. As long as there
are still enough suitable coordinators available, this is not problematic. However, when
no such peers are available, the coordinators cannot handle the additional load and
the system may not provide scalability to massive user numbers. Even with sufficient
available resources, our system can run into the density problem, i.e. it cannot easily
handle a situation where a large number of peers congregate on a single location in
the virtual world. This would result in a large number of zone splits and AoPs with
very small diameters. This is common to both P2P and server-based approaches and
currently an unsolved issue. However, some early research has been done to address this
[143], which could potentially be integrated into our system. Despite these limitations,
our evaluation shows that our system can potentially scale to massive user numbers.
Our evaluation also shows that our system fulfils the interactivity requirement.
Most updates can be delivered via the horizontal overlay and thus with one hop in the
overlay. This is an improvement over the client/server-approach which always requires
two hops for each update. Even when using the vertical overlay, our approach can
usually match this, as long as the update is delivered within the same zone where it
originates. Higher hop-counts are possible however, when a message is delivered to
another zone and thus needs to be forwarded via several coordinators. In practice,
given our (realistic) assumption of locality of interest, this is only the case for a small
number of updates.
Note that the interactivity of our system is limited by the underlay. If two peers
have a one hop connection in the overlay, they may still experience high delay if the
underlying network connection is slow. Unlike in other P2P systems (e.g. a file-sharing
application), a peer in a P2P-MMVE cannot chose the peers it wants to communicate
with. This is due to the fact that its overlay connections are determined by its location
in the virtual world. As such we cannot optimize for delay and are limited to providing
a low hop count in the overlay. Thus, while we provide good overall interactivity,
individual pairs of peers may still experience interactivity problems if their underlay
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connection is slow. This is similar to a user experiencing a slow connection to the server
in a client/server-based system.
Finally, our system is self-organizing, as it dynamically adapts itself to the situation
in the virtual world (i.e. the location of the peers and the generated updates) as well
as the resources available to the system (i.e. available bandwidth, available CPU and
stability). Both the AoPs (the horizontal overlay) and the coordinator quad-tree (the
vertical overlay) are constantly adapting themselves to the current situation in order
to provide a scalable and interactive system. This adaptation is made possible by our
coordinator election algorithm as well as our bandwidth estimation algorithm. The
bandwidth estimation algorithm provides the system with the necessary knowledge
about the available resources to perform this adaptation, while the election algorithm
is required in order to exploit this information for adaptation purposes.
In conclusion, we have developed an update propagation system for peer-to-peer
based massively multi-user virtual environments and have shown that it meets the key
requirements of scalability, interactivity and self-organization. As an update propagation system is a necessary core component for P2P-based MMVEs, this present a key
step towards fully distributed P2P-MMVEs.

6.1

Future Work

While we have developed a fully functioning update propagation system, there are
several possible extensions and improvements that could be developed in future work.
First, we have made the assumption that avatars are the only objects which must
be managed by the peers. While this is a common simplification in literature, it is
not realistic. There are other virtual objects in the world, such as virtual items or
computer-controlled characters. These objects can be interacted with by the user, and
they must therefore be managed in addition to the avatars. It is however easy to
extend our approach to support multiple objects per peer. If a peer is responsible for
o objects, we can divide the available bandwidth by o and assign each object an AoP
with availBw = (p.upstream - usedBw) / o. Further extensions of this approach are also
possible. For example we could dynamically assign the available bandwidth (and thus
control the size of the AoP) depending on the importance and interaction frequency
of the objects. As an example, the peer’s avatar may benefit from a larger AoP than
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a static object which is rarely interacted with. The placement of objects on the peers
also becomes an open problem with this approach. While an avatar object needs to be
placed on its user’s peer, other objects could be dynamically placed, e.g. on peers close
to their location or on those involved in interactions with them. However this must be
balanced with the overhead generated by migrating an object.
As mentioned, a key remaining challenge is the so-called density problem. This
problem occurs when a large number of avatars congregate in a small area in the
virtual world. In this situation, the coordinator of the respective zone experiences high
load. Our approach then initiates a zone split. However, as the load was generated by
peers near a single location, it will not be evenly distributed among the four new zones.
In fact, the zone containing this location will continue to experience high load, leading
to continued zone splits. Eventually the load may be balanced, however the respective
zones will be very small. This creates large overhead, as even small movements of peers
will result in crossing zone boundaries. This is currently still an unsolved problem
for P2P-MMVEs, however some initial work into a solution has been conducted (e.g.
[143]). Zone transitions can also create notable overhead under other circumstances.
Consider a peer which moves in a zig-zag course along a zone border. This means
the peer will constantly change its coordinator, thus creating overhead. A potential
solution for this problem could be to allow a peer to be part of multiple zones (i.e.
be connected to two or more coordinators) when it is near a zone border. This could
also reduce the number of multi-hop update propagations when an AoE crosses zone
borders.
We have also assumed that coordinators leave the system gracefully. This means
they can select a replacement coordinator and hand over all overlay connections to this
replacement before leaving the system. This is not a realistic assumption. A simple
solution to this issue is to pre-select one or more suitable peers which serve as backup
coordinators, maintaining the same information as the primary coordinator (but not
doing any calculations or update propagation). If the primary coordinator fails, one of
the backup coordinators can take over its duties.
Finally, while we have aimed for a fully distributed P2P system, our approach can
also be used in a hybrid approach, as mentioned in Chapter 3. In particular it is
possible to use servers as coordinators. In this approach, update propagation would
still be largely performed among the peers in the horizontal overlay, thus significantly
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reducing server load compared to a fully server-based system. However due to the
higher available resources of the servers, zones could be larger and multi-hop event
delivery in the vertical overlay could be faster as these servers could be co-located
leading to very low delay for each hop. A simple way to implement a hybrid version
of our system would be to let the servers enter the system as inactive peers. Due to
their high suitability score, they would eventually be selected as coordinators. However,
as our election algorithm only samples a subset of all available peers, this could not
guarantee that all servers would be selected as coordinator. A better solution would be
to replace the election algorithm with a query to a central server, which then returns
a suitable server to serve as coordinator.
Finally, while update propagation is a key step towards P2P-MMVEs, several other
issues such as consistency, security and persistency need to be solved before such systems can be deployed commercially. Research on these issues is ongoing.
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